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How Do I?
Do you ever get lost in a wine list?
Feel intimidated as heck on the car lot?
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the winning stocks, plan the perfect
affairs and know just what to do in
every crisis? Yeah, us too. So we talked
to alumni, student and staff experrs
who provided us with life's ulrimate
"how to" guide.

United They Stand
For more than a decade, a unique
coalition has helped students leave behind
stereotypes, celebrate differences and
build a campus culture that embraces
diversity. Here's how United Front, and
the students who built it, have grown up.
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by Krystn Shrieve

Upward Bound Helps
College Dreams
Come True

Kearny High School students visit Copley Library during a recent on-campus academy.

S

tephanie Dang arrived in the Uni red
States from Vietnam three years ago, a
small, scared 13-year-old who didn't
speak a word of English. Fitting in at her
new high school in San Diego was a daily
exercise in overwhelming anxiety - so
much so that the teen-ager couldn't stand the
thought of doing it all over again in college.
Dang, who immigrated with her family,
assumed if she could just scrape by and manage to finish high school, she'd settle for a
career flipping burgers.
But her life changed when she joined
USD's Upward Bound program, which prepares low-income, disabled and first-generation college students at San Diego's Kearny
High School for pose-secondary education.
Now, the high school junior looks forward
to going to college, studying abroad and
becoming a pharmacist.
"When I first came to the United States,
I couldn't even say 'how are you' in English, "
says Dang. "I was afraid of the big high
school campus, and the students seemed so
call. I didn't think I'd make any friends.
"But Upward Bound is good for me," she
says. "The tutors help me with English, math
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and history. They prepare me for tests and
reach me step-by-step how to get into college. "
Dang is among 50 students selected
through an application and interview process
to join USO Upward Bound, one of 700
such programs nationwide. The chapter
started in 1999, and this year 25 Upward
Bound high school seniors, who started with
the program as freshmen , applied to colleges
and universities. There are 11 USO hopefuls
in the group.
"The biggest change I see in these students
is confidence," says Upward Bound Director
Jocberhem Tahapary '92 (M.Ed. '94) . "We
give chem the self-esteem to see that college
isn't an intangible dream, but a reality."
With volunteers drawn from the School
of Education and the community, Upward
Bound offers high school students academic
tutoring and rwice-monthly Saturday academies on writing, grammar and Literature.
The academies also incorporate conflict mediation, career planning and assistance with
college applications and financial aid forms.
The most exciting component, however,
is the month-long summer residential program, in which the teen-agers live in USD

residence halls, get a feel for campus life and
rake courses to get a jump start on their high
school classes. The summer program also
offers field trips to other universities and
cultural spots like the Gerty Museum and
the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles.
During the school year, the high schoolers
pair up with members of USD's Mortar
Board honor society to get an up-close
glimpse of the college experience. USD
senior Kasey Henrickson, who majors in
English and minors in psychology, recently
took high school junior Giovanna Lopez to
several classes, berween which they chatted
over burgers at the Torero Grille. The rwo
talked about social and academic aspects of
campus life, and the transition from high
school to college.
"Before joining Upward Bound, I wanted
to go to a community college," Lopez says.
"Bur now, I want to go to a four-year university and live in a dorm. I know I'll have to
be more responsible, get my first part-time
job and solve my own problems. Upward
Bound prepared me to cope with everything
I'll have to face. "
Tahapary and his staff recently submitted
a proposal to extend the federally sponsored
program through 2007, and to expand it to
100 students.

"It's great to be with a student
when they have that 'ah-ha'
moment and realize they can do
it," Tahapary says. 'Tm lucky to
have been with 30 or 40, and we
want to see it happen more."
Katie Ferris-Alpigini, the program's assistant director and curriculum coordinator, is awed by
what students like Stephanie
Dang accomplish.
"Stephanie is the one of the
most phenomenally hard-working students I've ever met,"
Ferris-Alpigini says. "She scruggles with English, yet she passed
intermediate algebra with nothi.ng but grit and determination.
I'm amazed at her resilience, and
wish I could have half rhe perseverance she has."
Then there's high school senior David Ramos, who realized
during a campus field trip that
he wanted to go to college.
"He couldn't stop talking
about going to college and living
in the dorms, " Tahapary recalls.
"Now, he's tenacious, and has
gone out of his way to sir down
with us to fill our applications."
Oscar Oranez '01 , who is
working toward a master's
degree in leadership studies, has
been involved with Upward
Bound for four years. This year,
he helped the seniors fill out
their college admissions and
financial aid applications.
"Ar this point they're thinking, 'OK, now char I've applied
to college, how am I going to
pay for it?' " Oranez says. "I let
them know there are lots of
options - scholarships, grants,
financial aid and work-study.
They know we'll help them find
a way. "
The mechanics of essay writing
are taught at Saturday academies.

Board
Names
New
President
USD's board
of trustees
announced in March chat Mary E.
Lyons, current president of the
College of Saint Benedict, a Catholic
liberal arcs college in Minnesota,
will on July 1 become USD's next
president.
Lyons has been president of the
College of Saint Benedict since
1996. Prior to that, the native
Californian, a retired U.S. Naval
Reserve captain, was president of
the California Maritime Academy
for six years.
"With her experience in both
Catholic undergraduate education
and the professional training programs at the academy, Dr. Lyons
understands and embraces USD's
mission of academic excellence and
values-centered learning," says Liam
McGee, chair of the board. "We are
confident she is the right person ro
lead USO to even greater success as
a nationally ranked institution of
higher learning."
USO Presidenr Alice B. Hayes
will retire June 30 after eight years
at USO.
"I am confidenr and pleased to
be leaving the university in such
capable hands," Hayes says. "In
addition to her excellenr leadership
skills, Dr. Lyons' energy and enrhusiasm will serve USO well in the
years ahead."
Under Lyons' leadership, the
College of Saint Benedict, a women's
college of 2,000 studenrs, rose from
the fourth to the second tier of libera! arcs colleges, according to U.S.

Major Gifts Provide
New Opportunities
The university recently received two
major donations, one ro endow a
lecture series that will bring internacional leaders co speak at the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice,
and another that will strengthen
athletics scholarships.
Philanthropist Joan B. Kroc, who
funded the institute that bears her
name, recently donated $5 million
for an endowed lecture series that
will bring top-level policymakers co
campus ro discuss issues of global
concern such as war and peace, jusrice and human rights.
"This year is presenting global
challenges ro our government, our
citizens and our families ," says USO
President Alice B. Hayes. "We are
immensely graceful ro Mrs. Kroc for
making it possible for the institute
to bring in speakers who will allow
us to hold meaningful dialog about
these events, and to advance our
nation's democratic tradition of dialog and discussion."
Joyce Neu, IPJ executive director,
says she hopes ro attract speakers
such as U.S. Secretary of Scace Colin
Powell and Nobel Peace Prize nominee Helen Caldicott, who founded
Physicians for Social Responsibility,
which educates the public about the
dangers of nuclear power, nuclear
weapons and nuclear war.

News & World Report.
In addition to her administrative
positions, Lyons, 55 , was a professor
of rhetoric and homiletics at the
Graduate Theological Union in
Berkeley, Calif. She also caught at
the University of California, Berkeley,
and San Jose Scace University, and
has been a community college, middie school and elementary school
teacher.

The newly named Douglas and
Elizabeth Manchester Village.

Douglas and Elizabeth Manchester
recently made a $6-million commitmenr to USO, which will be directed
ro athletics scholarships and ensure
chat the university always will be

able to fund the maximum allowable NCAA scholarships for basketball and golf.
To honor the donation, the
Tecolote Village residence hall,
which opened in Fall 2002, was
renamed Douglas and Elizabeth
Manchester VilJage, and the adjacent athletics and inrramurals field
was christened the Manchester
Athletic Field.
Manchester, chairman of
Manchester Resorts, has served on
USD's Board ofTruscees since 1978.

Top Students Work
with Laureates
Senior biology major Craig Weinkauf
got the chance to rub elbows with
one of the heroes in his field when
the Kyoto Laureates came ro USO
in March.
Weinkauf, who with biology
Professor Lisa Baird has researched
the purpose and function of hemoglobin in plants, was selected to act
as an assistant to laureate Leroy
Edward Hood, an American biologist who created a way ro map the
human genome - the genetic blueprint for human beings.
Hood is one of three worldrenowned leaders honored at USD's
second annual Kyoto Laureate
Symposium for their contributions
ro the world's scienrific, cultural and
spiritual developmenr. Studenrs
assisted the laureates with their presentations, in which they discussed
their work in from of hundreds of
visitors and scholars.
"Just the opportunity to be
around bright, inceUigenr, successful
people is invaluable," Weinkauf says.
"Ir gives students a sense of what
the possibilities are for us. "
The evenr, held March 5-7, also
honored French mathematician
Mikhael Leonidovich Gromov, who
inrroduced a metric structure for
families of geometric objects, and
Tadao Ando , a self-taught Japanese
architect whose work has been cricically acclaimed throughout the
world.

SPRIN G 2003
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A Legacy of Hope
She's raised buckets of money and
helped establish an orphanage and
children's hospital in Haiti. Now,
after 38 years as a reacher and principal, and 24 years as assistant to
USD's vice president for university
relations, Sister Virginia McMonagle
opens a new chapter in her life renremenr.

Sister McMonagle with one of
the many orphans she's helped.
McMonagle, 81, left USD in
February for a Religious of the Sacred
Heart retirement home in Menlo
Park, Calif. She plans to keep busy
wirh trips to Sr. Louis this month,
Maui in May and occasional visits
to San Diego. She also aims to continue involvement with San Diego
Friends of Father Wasson's Orphans,
which raises money for an orphanage and hospital opened 14 years ago
in Haiti.
"Ir has been a joy and privilege to
serve at USD ," McMonagle says. "I
treasure every moment."
McMonagle is modest when it
comes to her long list of accomplishments, but ochers who know her well
eagerly offer praise on her behalf.
"Lots of Sister Virginia's legacy
is bringing people to the campus,"
says Laura R. Nottoli, who worked
closely with McMonagle for many
years. "A few of her students are now
major donors of the university. She
has brought many of these people to
campus and showed them the value
of education, and because of that
they are now part ofUSD."
Eileen Waters met McMonagle
when she came to campus in 1978
and became a driving force for the
USD Women's AuKiliary.
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Continued

"When Sister arrived, her direction for the auxiliary was just masterful, " Waters recalls. "She is a great
leader, a friendly lady who gets along
with everyone. Students know her
and love her."

A Super Week
For one sun-drenched week in
January, San Diego was the capital
of the world. Hosting the Super Bowl
can do that for a city. While the
game was played a few miles to the
east in Qualcomm Stadium, USD
was on the 50-yard line of the weeklong pre-game hype.
First, NFL Commissioner Paul
Tagliabue was rhe featured speaker
at "Big Game, Big Business: The
Evolution of the Super Bowl," a
Jan. 22 luncheon at the Jenny Craig
Pavilion sponsored by BusinessLink
USD , the university's corporate
affiliation program.
Tagliabue and a panel of eKperrs,
moderated by Washington Post
columnist Michael Wilbon, offered
an insider's look at the game that
has long since replaced Barnum &

Bailey's Circus as the greatest show
on earth. More than 600 local business leaders and a sizeable media
contingent attended the luncheon,
which also featured the debut of an
NFL Films video history of the game.
The NFL returned to the JCP
the next night for the Gridiron
Celebrity Basketball Game, a charity
fund-raiser char included luminaries
such as San Diego Chargers running
back LaDanian Tomlinson and Curris
Marrin of the New York Jets.
Bur not all celebrities, it rums out,
are created equal. All but one of the
rwo dozen participants dressed for
the game in rhe JCP's visitors locker
room; rhe larger home locker room
was commandeered by San Francisco
49er receiver Terrell Owens.
"He had some things to sign, and
the NFL people running the show
evidently felt he needed the space,"
says Carl Reed, director of the Jenny
Craig Pavilion.
Reed says he's proud the game
made USD's arena the center of the
NFL universe for a few moments,
but adds that the scale of the event,

Athletics

364

Current number of USD student athletes

1 NCAA Division I national champion
(Zuzana Lesenarova, women's tennis,

1999)

33
6,953

All-American selections since 1990
Record number of fans at a USD
athletic event (USD vs. Dayton football,
Nov. 16, 2002)

16 Conference championships since 1990
9 Number ofUSD's 16 collegiate teams
that earned at least a 3.0 team grade
point average during the Fall 2002
semester

169 Combined years of experience among
USD's 15 head coaches

1,200

Size of the daily standing-room-only
crowd for three Torero baseball games
against the Texas Longhorns, defending
national champions, Jan. 31-Feb. 2, 2003

More than 600 guests attended
the official Super Bowl luncheon
at USO.
and the names invo lved, ratcheted
up the logistical challenges. He rates
the West Coast Conference basketball tournament, held for three
straight years at the J CP, as a five on
a 10-point scale of difficulty. The
NFL event, he says, was "a 10-plus."

Fond Farewell
Planned for Hayes
The San Diego C ity Council
declared April 7 Alice B. Hayes Day,
and the Irish Congress of Southern
California named her the 2003 Irish
Woman of the Year, but the USD
president's greatest admirers are right
here at Alcala Park. They plan to

Artist Robert Freeman will
work this semester in USD's
David W. May Gallery.

send her off in style with a May 12
celebration full of the pomp and circumstance deservi ng of a president.
H ayes, who will retire June 30,
has been USO president for eight
years. She led the university through
tremendous growth, including construction of the Jenny C raig Pavilion
in 2000, the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice in 2001 , rhe
Douglas and Elizabeth Manchester
Village residence hall in 2002, and ,
chis year, both the Donald P. Shiley
Cenrer for Science an d Technology
and rhe Degheri Alumni Center,
slated to open in November.
T he official farewell , expected
to draw arou nd 2,500 people, will
start at noon, wi th a Mass at The
lmmaculara, followed by presentations at Colachis Plaza by students,
faculty, administrators, alumni and
boa rd members. The university's
banquets and catering staff will
present Hayes wi th a book of her
favo rite recipes, served at many of
the president's special events, an d
she wi ll sign copies for visitors.
"USO was most fortunate to
have discovered Alice," says Darlene
Shiley, a trustee since 1990. "She
was a worthy successor to (President
Emeritus) Arr Hughes and has taken
the university to its next logical level
and laid the foundat ion for th e next
president."
Shiley also is looking forward to
ho noring Hayes at rhe gala opening
of the Donald P. Shiley Center for
Science and Technology, scheduled
for June 28.
"She's nor on ly a woman of science," Shiley says, "she's smart, dedicated and passionate about her
beliefs. She assi milated herself into
rhe San Diego co mmuni ty in such
a way char she nor only enhanced
every organization in which she was
involved, but USO as well. She is
truly a special person. "

Indian Artist
Reveals Skills,
Not Stereotypes
by Cecilia Chan

T

hink about American Indian arc, and what
comes co mind? Beaded necklaces, kitschy
dreamcacchers, Kachina doll knockoffs?
Well, forget it. The art of American Indians currently enjoys its widest-ever exposure, renown and
critical recognition, both in art circles and among
rhe general public.
One Indian artist, Robert Freeman, has seen his
creations exhibited at rhe Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, D.C., rhe Los Angeles Coun ty
Library, and the wes t steps of the California state
Capitol, where his design of the California Indian
Seal appears. The San Marcos resident - a Luiseii.o
Indian born on the Rincon Indian Reservation in
San Diego County - is also the anise-in-residence
for USD's annual American Indian Celebration,
scheduled for April 25-27.
"I will be able co talk (to the public) and dispel
a lot of rhe myths and ideas about the stereotypical
Indian," says Freeman, a painter and sculptor who
chis semester will meet the public and the campus
community as he works in USD 's David W. May
Gallery, in Founders Hall. "Lots of books have a lot
of misconceptions about Native Americans - our
beliefs, our lifestyle, what we ear and how we live.
"We are surrounded by a kind of unknown,"
Freeman, 64, adds. "We are not visible co the general public. When they do see Native Americans,
they see chem on television wi th feathers and comtoms on horses and screaming. "
Freeman cook an interest in arc wh ile perusing
downtown San Diego arc gal leries in the 1960s.
Em ulating abstract expressionists like Jackson
Pollock and Robert Motherwell, he caught himself
co paint using whatever materials were available.

PHOTO BY ROONEY NAKAMOTO

Cardboard, plywood, plas ter board and drywall
became his canvases, while his mediums included
enamel house paint and shoe polish.
In 1967, Freeman became a full-time painter,
sculptor, muralist and cartoonist, and since has won
more than 150 National Indian art awards. On
campus, he'll wo rk on new creations in the May
Gallery, which students from a museum studies
class transformed into an art studio.
Visitors also can meet Freeman at the marketplace during the American Indian Celebration,
which chis year has the theme "Freedom in America."
The annual festival grew out of the David W May
Indian Artifacts Collection, an assemblage of more
than 1,600 artifacts donated to USD in 1994.
"Rather than this just being a nice arc collection,
we felt we had an obligation to teach about the
people who are represented by ir," says anthropology
Professor Alana Cordy-Collins, noting char there
are 19 reservations, representing some 20,000
American Indians, in the greater San Diego area.
Cordy-Collins, rhe festival's co-organizer, says
children from rhe reservations will attend the
event so they can see the potential co break into
the mainstream of American culture, a notion
chat Freeman encourages. Festival-goers not only
will be able co buy artwork, but also co interact
with the artists.
"Ir's so different from going co Nordstrom,
buyi ng a piece of turquoise and not knowing who
made it or why," Cordy-Collins says. "This way yo u
have rhe whole history of the piece. Ir's an opportunity co meet someone from a different ethnic
background, and, in part, it fulfills the university's
mission co bring diversity co the campus."
SPRING 2003
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Given Second
Chance, Alumna
Leads ActionPacked Life
by Michael R. Haskins
n November 2001, Christine Galan
crossed the finish line of the New York
City Marathon. But the journey she
completed was so much longer than 26 miles.
Galan, a 1984 arcs and sciences graduate,
was the first person with a heart and liver
transplant to complete the famed race. Even
more miraculously, she did so just three years
after her transplant surgery. You'd expect char
she made a few pit stops along the co urse,
and yo u'd be right. Bur nor to rest - she
paused only to tape segments for a documentary film on tissue donation.

I

HEART IN
It's not unusual for Galan to multi-task,
even during a grueling endurance test that
takes the wind out of the most fir athletes'
sails. Having faced imminent death - an
organ donor came through with only hours
to spare - she chooses nor to waste a
min ute of her life.
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"I don't feel bad about what's happened to
me, I feel privileged," says Galan, 40. "I have
nothing to complain about. I have life."
Still, if Galan wanted to complain,
nobody would begrudge her. As a high
school senior in 1980, she began suffering
from severe anemia, had to have her spleen
and gallbladder removed, and went on a
medicinal regime that wreaked havoc with
her body. Seven years later, she was diagnosed with a rare form of lupus that caused
congestive heart failure, requiring more medicine an d chemotherapy. A decade after th at,
she developed liver stones char led to the
chronic liver fai lure and weakened heart for
which she required the double transplant.
But chat's only half the story. During
those same years, Galan finished high school
and college, moved to New York City,
opened a branch of her fan1ily's promotional
advertising company, and became one of the
most active tri-state vo lunteers for the
Starlight Foundation, an organization that
grants the wishes of chronicall y and terminally ill children. In 1997, as her own health

fai led and she made plans to move back tO
her parents' home in San Diego while awaiting an organ donor, she granted 23 Starlight
Foundation wishes - more than any volunteer that year.
Since her transplant surgery, Galan ,
agains t all conventional wisdom, has exponentially increased her activities. Her recovery stunned the medical community, especially when she lefr the hospital after 18
days, immediately went back to work and
began exercising on a treadmill.
"The doctors told me I would, at best,
only be able to walk slowly for the rest of my
life," says Galan, who still sports the Jan1aican
accent she acquired as a child on her native
island, from which her parents moved co
California when she was 14. "Every time I
did something, they said that I shouldn't be
able to do it. "
Those same physicians, who never have
been able to trace the cause of her many rare
ai lments, would be hard-pressed to keep up
with her today. Bur lee's nor sugar coat it.
Galan was on dial ysis and in so much pain

I
Christine Galan is the first
heart and liver transplant
recipient to complete the
New York City Marathon.

chat at one point she wanted to
die, and she says only the faith
and strength of her parents pulled
her through. She didn't exactly
spring out of bed right after surgery, either, in fact she could
barely move. But she did have
an unwavering determination to
restore her body to the best possible physical condition.
"The rest," she says, "is up to
God."
Galan regained her strength
and returned to New York City,
her business and the Starlight
Foundation, for which she now has
granted more than 250 wishes.
"We ask our wish granters to
do three a year, Christine averages
between 40 and 50," says program manager Michele Hall. "It's
clear that she feels like she has
had a lot of support and love
from her family, and she wants
to share that. She's the person
we always call first."
Good enough? Not quite.
Galan also volunteers for the New York Organ Donor
Network, speaks frequently in the community to promote awareness of the need for donors, and lobbies
for legislation in the field. She's tirelessly appeared on
numerous news and health television shows, talking
about the importance of maintaining an exercise program while sick.
She recorded an exercise rehabilitation video for
others who undergo difficult surgeries, and markets
it on her Web site, www.surgicalrecovery.com. She's
written an as-yet unpublished book about her experiences. And, of course, she finished the New York City
Marathon .
Through it all, she genuinely, unbelievably, marvels
at how fortunate she is, and wastes no time dwelling
on her problems. Using her time to help ochers is, in
her mind, simply what she does.
'Tm not someone to look up to. I'm just crying
to let people know they can fight through their problems and get on with life," says Galan, who was an
organ donor long before she needed the transplant
surgery. "I could have just gone on with my life after
the surgery, but I was saved for a reason. I never ask,
'Why me?' These are the cards I was dealt. I'm going
to play them."

Career Achievement Awards
Come to Campus
After eight years off campus, a new stage is set for rhe
presentation of the ninth annual Author E. Hughes Career
Achievement Awards. Traditionally held at the Manchester
G rand Hyatt, the ceremony this year will take place at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion.
In another new twist, current students will join the celebration, scheduled for May 3.
"We want to expose students to our outstanding graduates and the tradition of excellence rhar USD upholds," says
Jack Kelly '87, director of alumni relations, who adds char
students should understand "their relationship with the universiry is lifelong, and does not end at graduation. "
Named for President Emeritus Author E. Hughes, the
awards are given to USD alumni who achieve outstanding
success in their career fields . Honoree selections are made by
faculry and alumni of the College of Arts and Sciences, and
the Schools of Business Administration, Education , Law
and Nursing.
This year, the College of Arts an d Sciences recipient is
dot-com entrepreneur John Carcieri '9 I. Carcieri is president and CEO of Colleges.com, rared as the top college
Web site by USA Today, and publisher of U. Magazine, the
nation's largest circulation on-campus publication. He has
designed and built Web sites for a number of Fortune 500
companies, and founded two of the most visited sires on the
Internet, jobs.com an d jokes.com.
Gina Champion-Cain '94 (M. B.A.) is the School of
Business Administration's honoree for 2003. As president and
CEO of American National Investments, Champion-Cain
oversees all commercial real estate services, which revitalize
and preserve urban areas such as San Diego's Gaslamp Quarter.
The School of Education will honor Anthony F. Smith
'87 (Ed.D.), managing director of the Leadership Research
Institute. Smith is a consultant and educator in organizational change, executive development, and leadership training
and design. He recently was appointed as a post-doctoral
fellow of anthropology at the Universiry of California.
David S. Casey Jr. '74 O.D.) is the School of Law's 2003
Hughes Award winner. A senior parrner at Casey, Gerry,
Reed & Schenk, Casey practiced law for more than 25 years
in the areas of wrongful death, personal injury, and business
and consumer fraud. He helped create a compensation fund
for victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, was vo ted one of
the top five lawyers nationwide, and is president-elect of the
Association of Trial Lawyers of America.
The recipient from the Hahn School of Nursing and
Health Science is Sandra C. Garmon Bibb '99 (D.N.Sc).
Bibb has extensive experience in health promotion and disease prevention , both domestically and internationally, and
is recognized as an expert in the population health field,
which aims to improve health within entire populations.
Currendy, Bibb is research coordinator and director of the
Southwest Clinical Region Joint Population Health Office
at Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton.
For event information, call (619) 260-4819 or log on to
http:/ /alumni.sandiego.edu.

John Carrieri

G ina Champion-Cain

Anthony F. Smith

David

s. Casey Jr.

Sandra C . Garmon Bibb
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When Worlds Collide
Economics and philosophy seem, ar
first blush, to be at opposite ends of
rhe academic spectrum - one
focused on rhe concrete world of
figures and percentages, the ocher
on che ephemeral world of theory
and concept.
For students enrolled this
semester in a new class called "The
Economics and Ethics of Gender
in che Developing World," however,
rhe disciplines merge to offer a perspective of the world never before
viewed from Alcala Park.
"We're looking at rhe impact gender has had on third-world nations,
and asking if women are being left
behind relative to men," says economics Professor Denise Dimon,
who co-created and ream-teaches
rhe class with philosophy Professor
Harrier Baber. "Then we're going a
step further, and asking, if chey are,
is ir morally acceptable?"

Denise
Dimon

Dimon says these topics have
been addressed in developed
nations, bur che issues for che third
world are startlingly different and
more complex.
"There are access issues in developing nations chat we rake for
granted - access to education and
health care, che right ro own property, " she says. "We need to understand chose kinds of things to
understand how women are affected
by che development process."
Although che class is in its
infancy, Dimon was encouraged
by che initial meetings.
''About a third of che class is
male," she says. "Thar's encouraging, because while we focus on
women, we are crying ro explore
universal issues char affect everyone.
This class is not just for women."

The Ultimate Road Trip
Ir's one thing ro rell studenrs about
Columbus sailing che ocean blue.
It's quite another to have chem stand
in the chapel where che explorer
prayed for a safe voyage, and to
show them the box of New
World soil he brought back
for Queen Isabella.
Hisrory came alive
for I 9 students who
accompanied Arts and
Sciences Dean Patrick
Drinan and history
Professor Iris Engsuand
on a cwo-week tour
of Spain in January.

Colachis Plaza,
in che center of
campus, and
traded views on
how to create a
new vision for
che department.
"Thar was
a determining
moment for
me,,, says
Junior Ann Cimmarusti (left), her sister Paula and
Bilsel, an assisfriend Becky Tater, in one of their "classrooms."
tant professor
The "Reign in Spain" intersession
who specializes in architecture as
public arr. "I knew right away chis
class covered che Roman era through
contemporary Spanish politics, and
was a collegial environment. I was
was caught in "classrooms" includvery intrigued by che things they
were saying, and had the feeling
ing Alcala de Hernares, che infirthey were interested in what I had
mary where San Diego de Alcala
to say as well."
served, museums in Madrid and,
of course, che University of Alcala,
Smith, Yard and Bilsel form the
USD 's sister institution.
foundation for an added dimension
"le was strange being chere,
in USO fine arts, a new curriculum
because it really does look like
char wi ll examine the role of public
USO ," says Ann Cimmarusri, a junarc and how social spaces and physical spaces are used in society.
ior communication studies major.
"The whole trip was amazing to me
because I'm a very visual learner,
and to actually see those places
helped me better understand che
chin gs we covered in rhe lectures."
The trip was hardly a vacation students were required to attend lectures, write essays and keep a journal of their experiences. Engscrand
says rhe voyage was rhe first of i rs
kind for USO. Judging from rhe
response she received from students,
and from 10 alumni and friends
who also made rhe journey, ic won't
Selami Can Bilsel
be rhe lasr.
"Ir was wonderful to see curiosity
Bilsel, who trained as an architect
in rhe eyes of rhe srudenrs," Engscrand
in his native Turkey, earned a master's
says. "They really reacted to che
degree in architecture from the
sigh cs and sounds of being there.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
We already have requests for next
He was pursuing a doctorate from
tim e."
Princeton University and working

New Design for Fine Arts
Selami Can Bilsel knew USO was
different from rhe beginning.
His interview for a position in
che fine arts department, unlike
every other academic interview he
experienced, was nor conducted in
che sterile confines of a conference
room. Instead, professors Sally Yard
and David Smi th sat Bilsel down in

as a Gerry Fellow in Los Angeles
when che USO opening caught his
attention.
'Tm inreresred in archi tecture as
public arr, " Bilsel says, "and with
David's background as a sculptor
and Sally's in arc history, we're working ro create a unique academic
approach to examin ing what che
things we build say about us. I don't
know of anyth ing quire like ic."

David Wyman
shows off some

avid Wyman built a career out of
creating coys. He's now using chat
know-how co create LIFE.
No, it's not cloning or another version of
the popular board game. Ir's USD's new
Leadership Institute For Entrepreneurs, a
program chat preps potential tycoons for
high-risk, high-reward business endeavors.
Wyman, a second-generation roy developer
and an instructor in the School of Business
Administration, says San Diego is the ideal
place co launch such a program .
"San Diego is an incredibly desirable place
co live," he says, "and lee's face it, living here
isn't cheap. There isn't a lot of big business,
and big-money jobs are relatively few. If you
want co live here with any degree of comfort,
yo u need co make your own way. I see this
region as a hotbed for entrepreneurs."
Scill in ics infancy, LIFE grew out of
USD's Institute for Family-Owned
Businesses. Scheduled ro launch chis summer, the program will bring together students, faculty and entrepreneurs for conferences and other opportunities co share experiences and explore copies related co entrepreneurial businesses.
Wyman would have benefited from such
an environment as he got his own career
under way. Although his father was a toymaker, Wyman initially wasn't eager co follow in chose footsteps. His dad had a big hit
with "Electronic Battleship," but that triumph was mixed in with lesser successes and

D

more than a few failures. So the English-born
Wyman worked several jobs after college,
including stints as a croupier in Ramsgate,
England, and a job with a brewing company
in Liverpool.
Nor satisfied with his prospects, Wyman
returned co school co earn an M .B.A. Then a
chance meeting with a former employer,
Jurgen Scoeher, kick-started his career. Scoeher
wanted co make coys, and, aware of the family's pedigree, provided funds for Wyman co
survive while he percolated some ideas.

Games Inventor
Teaches Rules of
Entrepreneurship
By the mid-90s, Wyman established a
solid reputation in the industry. He scored a
suing of winners, from the "Big Wheelie"
and the Hoc Wheels "Road Warriors" series,
co his biggest success, a board game called
" 1313 Dead End Drive. " But che roy industry, he adds, isn't always fun and games. He
is reluctant co calk about one particular idea,
which he says was pilfered by a competitor
who turned it into a million-dollar hit.
"The industry is incredibly competitive,
full of people whose full-rime job seems co
be stealing the ideas of ochers," he says . "le
happens all the time. You can go afrer the
chief, which is nearly impossible, or get some
ocher ideas and move on."
The feast-or-famine nature of entrepreneurial coy making convinced Wyman co
pursue other interests. He entered the
reacher-training program at Colorado State
University and taught at its business school.
"I always had it in my mind that a focused
entrepreneur program was long overdue on
university campuses," he says. "Every entrepreneur is an individualist, but there are
some universal truths that can enable one co
follow his or her path more intelligently. The
idea is co show students how co minimize
risks, and co make them aware of obvious
problem areas that aren't so obvious at first."

TOY STORY
by Timothy McKernan

le seems the business is in his genes,
because Wyman cook co coys and games like
a kid let loose at Toys 'R' Us. In 1986, he
introduced his first offering, a board game
called "Please Don't Feed the Gators" chat
sold more than a million copies worldwide.
Before long, he was running a business our
of a cony office on London's Thames River,
and courting executives from Mattel and
Milton Bradley over protracted lunches ac
nearby pubs.
"I always felt like I should have cut the
Guinness people in on some of the ideas we
sold," he laughs.

Wyman got the chance co create his dream
program in 2001, when he and his wife, real
estate Professor Elaine Worzala, received
simultaneous job offers from USO . As he
guides the new institute, Wyman still entertains his creative muse. His latest effort is
something of a departure - a board game
designed for adults.
"My dad kept retiring and unreriring from
creating coys, and I'll probably do che same,"
he says . "There is something that drives people in chis field. If you can't remember the
excitement of getting a really great coy, then
chis business is not for you. "
SPRJ NG 2003
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Sweet Victory for
Toreros at wee
Tournament
by Timothy McKernan

onzaga University had jumped out to a
15-3 lead over USD in the 2003 West
Coast Conference championship game when
Torero coach Brad Holland called a timeout.
The cheers of the Gonzaga faithful were
deafening; the players were celebrating as if
the game had already been won.
Holland turned roan assistant coach and
nodded. "We have chem right where we
want chem," he said.
He was right. USD fought back for a decisive 72-63 victory, claiming its first wee
men's basketball championship in 16 years
and earning an automatic berth in the
NCAA Tournament. Bur chat's only part of
rhe story. In addition to the satisfaction of
winning a championship, the ream also got
a really heavy monkey off its back.

G

Coach Brad Holland, two-time WCC Coach of the Year, took the last snip from the ceremonial
championship net.

Gonzaga, rhe pride of Spokane, Wash.,
had at USD become a synonym for frustration. Torero-Bulldog contests over the past
several years fell into a routine - close,
well-played games that ended in victory for
Gonzaga. Winning only three of 14 games
since 1998, and losers of the last nine in a
row, rhe Toreros had never beaten
Gonzaga at the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
Worse, they were forced to look
on as the Bulldogs and their fans
claimed the JCP as their home away
from home, winning rhe 2001 and
2002 conference tournaments at
Alcala Park.
As chis season got under way, ir
seemed not much had changed.
Gonzaga was favored to win the
conference in five polls, none of
which rared USD higher than
fourth. Bur after early missteps, the

crushed Sr. Mary's. Before the final game on
March 10, most observers had already fit the
Bulldogs for their fifth consecutive conference crown and were musing about USD 's
prospects of being invited to the National
Invitational Tournament, the lesser scar in
rhe college basketball galaxy.

The 2002-03 Toreros earned USD's third NCAA

Senior Jason Keep was named the
tournament's most valuable player.
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Toreros caught fire halfway through
tournament berth, and the first in 16 years.
the wee schedule, finishing strong
enough to claim the No. 2 seed in the conDespite history, the experrs' crystal balls
ference tournament - second, of course, to
and rhe early 12-point deficit, rhe Toreros
Gonzaga, who bear USD twice in conference
kept playi ng. Some deadly shooting - four
play.
Toreros scored in double figures - and
Ar the March 9 cournament semifinal,
tenacious defense brought USD back
USD overcame turnove rs and uneven shootfrom what looked like an insurmountable
ing to best San Francisco, while Gonzaga
Gonzaga lead. With about eight minutes to

go in the game, Mike McGrain
took the ball on a fast-break and
delivered an alley-oop pass to
Jaso n Keep. The 6-foot- l Otransfer from Oklahoma State, who
scored 18 points and was named
tournament MVP, slammed the
ball home, giving USO a lead it
never relinquished.
"I remember (Gonzaga coach
Mark) Few said before the tournament that his team won some
big games and USD hadn't, and
that would make a difference,"
said Roy Morris, a senior guard
who endured those nine straight
losses to the Bulldogs. "Well,
we've won a big one now."
It was a team victory, but after
the final buzzer it became something larger, someth ing the university could put its arms
around. Women's basketball
coach Kathy Marpe and several
of her players, despite being
ousted in the semifinal of the
women's tournament, were in
the crowd, cheering along with
the blue-haired fan club dubbed
the Hooligans. Father J.J.
O 'Leary, the team's spiritual
adviser, drew cheers as the players coaxed him to take his turn
du ring the ceremonial snipping
of the net from one of the
hoops. Monsignor Daniel
Dillabough, USD's vice president for mission and ministry,
hugged a friend, repeating, "We
did it, we did it," over and over.
"People are calling chis an
upset," Holland said, "but I
guarantee yo u one thing: no one
in our locker room is surprised
we won this game. T hat we
came back to beat such a great
team shows what a powerful
weapon character is. "

At the NCAA Tournament on
March 20, USD lost to Stanford,
77-69.

Sporting a Fresh Look
The west end of camp us, with the
new Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace
and Justice and the nearly complete
Donald P. Shil ey Center for Sc ience
and Technology, un derwent a dramatic and visible transfo rmation in
the past two years. Ac che same
time, howeve r, co nstruction crews
also were busy on the east end, putting the final touches on what many
agree is now che finest achJecic complex in the West Coas t Co nference.
Among the improvements:
• Renovation ofTorero Stadium
expanded the seating capacity ro
7,000 and added new turf, along
with a new sound system, press
box and video board. Improvements
ro C unningham Stadium, home
ofTorero baseball, incl ud e a scaceof-che arr baning cage, a new press
box and a new sound sys tem.
• T he Sports Center gym was
upgraded with new lighting, paint
and a scoreboa rd.
• T he rebu.ilc softball field includes
fences reco nfigured ro NCAA
championship play standards,
additional searing, new bullpens, a
sow1d system and a new scoreboard.
• The west tennis courts have new
seating an d fencing.
• The canyon field , now dubbed
Manchester Ath letic Field, was
resurfaced to create a multi-use facility for intercollegiate achJecics, club
sports, incramurals and recreation .

The freshly upgraded
Cunningham Baseball Stadium.
The improvements aren't finished
yet, says Ath letics Director Tom
Iannacone, whose wish list includes
an intramural/recreation complex
on che current Spores Center site.
"We're very pleased with the
work we've accomplis hed so far,"
Iannacone says. "No area of campus
has grown so dramatically, but there
is much more ro do."

Carolyn Gorrick

Swim Team Impressive
at Championships
The women's swimming and div ing
team made a big splash at the
Pacifi c Collegiate Swim Conference
championships in February. Despite
injuries chat kept it from full mengch
- USO did not compete in the
diving events - the team fini shed
third in the field of I 3 teams. Torero
swimmers also established half of the
12 PCSC records set at the event.
Freshman Ashley Swarr led the
way, setting records in both the
200- and 400-meter individual
medleys. Swart edged teammate
Carolyn Ga rrick in the 200, where
both swim mers fin ished with times
that might qualify ch em for NCAA
championship competition. USO
also set records in the 200- and
400-meter m edl ey relays, and the
400- and 800-mecer free relays.
USO previo usly fini shed
first or second
in each of the last
four PCSC championships, but
Coach Mike Keeler was upbeat
about his team's performance.
"Not being in che diving events
hurt us, but it doesn't take away
from the success we h ad," he says.
"T hese athletes train very hard, and
their times at th e championships
prove that. I'm very proud of the
way they competed. "

the Co llege Wo rl d Series and winn ing ic, as the Un ive rsity of Texas
Longhorns, 2002 national champions, swept a three-game series ac
C unningham Stadi um .
Before capacity crowds, a USO
rally came up short in a 9-7 ope ning
game loss. Th e Longhorns showed
even more muscle in th e next two
games, winning 17-4 and 7-2.
T he Toreros faced several top college teams early in the year, including UC R.iverside and Top 25ranked Texas Tech. Hill knew taking
on these teams would be no easy
chore, but he relished the chance ro
host the besc in college baseball.
"It's always tough to lose," says
Hill, whose squad in March began
wee co nference play with a 6-3
record, "bu t it is good for our program to play t~~ms who are where
we wane to be.

Outfielder
Joey Prast

Baseball Hosts
National Champs
T he Torero baseball team entered
che 2003 seaso n as defending
West Coast Conferen ce champions,
fresh off the team's first-ever NCAA
Division I Tournament appearance.
In February, however, Coach
R.ich Hill's squad got a taste of
che difference between seeking
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Sophomore Laura Kate Webermeier
contemplates life's possibilities.

Is it possible there's something you didn't learn zn
college? Well, just maybe. So we found a bevy of
alumni, student and staff experts to fill you zn on
how to do it all.

... Run a

MARATHON?
BiLL Parrott '88 has run four marathons.

by Krystn Shrieve and Michael R. Haskins
Photos by Gary Payne '86
lllustrations by Greg High

••

.ORGANIZE MY CLOSET?
junior Meghan McCormick
is a closet planner
at The Container Store.

Cinderella learned her lesson at midnight,
when her coach turned into a pumpkin.
Bill Parrott learned his lesson at the 20-mile
marker, when he turned into a salt lick.
It was then he realized running a
marathon isn't exactly a fairy tale.

TAKE STOCK
Consider everything chat will be stored in
the closet, including hanging and folded
clothing, shoes, accessories, linens and items
like luggage or sports equipment.
RECYCLE THE RUBBISH

If you haven't worn something in two years,
sell it at a garage sale or donate it to charity.
These items take up valuable space and
probably won't be missed. McCormick, who
lives in a residence hall, where closet space is
a premium, tries to get rid of an old garment
every time she purchases a new one.

HANG IN THERE
Throw out your dry cleaning hangers. They
weren't designed for long-term use and may
damage your cloches. Tubular hangers are
durable, and an easy way ro color-code your
closet. Specialty hangers for coats or suits are
a good investment, and cedar hangers make
your closet smell great.

Rather than piling them
in the corner, store shoes
in clear, plastic boxes,
shoe racks or over-thedoor organizers.

REMEMBER YOUR 'RITHMETIC
Closet rods should be at least 21 inches the width of most hangers - from the wall;
women's shoes are typically 6.5 inches wide;
men's ties need 36 inches of clearance and
long dresses typically need 66 to 69 inches
of clearance.
DRAFT A DESIGN
On a piece of grid paper, sketch out a closet
plan indicating spaces for clothes, shelves
and drawers.

"I didn't drink any water until mile 13 or
14," says Parrott of his first marathon experience, in 1991. "My cotton shirt weighed a
ton, my strength was sapped, and I was so
dehydrated chat the Gatorade someone gave
me at mile 22 didn't matter. I felt the salt on
my skin and the cotton in my mouth, and I
wasn't a pretty sight."
Parrott, who's training for the New York
City Marathon in November, suggests drinking water every mile. He recommends getting new running shoes for training, wearing
lightweight gear, finding a partner, keeping a
log and avoiding the Ackins diet.
That's all well and good, but lee's face it,
if you've never run a marathon, then new
shoes, cool attire and a boadoad of bow-tie
pasta won't do any good unless you train.
Training should start four or five months
before the big day. Parro tt's typical week
includes a speed workout on a track, two
10- or 15-mile runs, each followed by a
recovery day running only a few miles at a
slower pace, and three days running about
six miles. Only occasionally does he do hauls
of more than 20 miles.
"Just take it a mile at a time," he says.
"Stay on pace, stay focused and keep your
legs moving. That pretty much brings yo u
home."
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Jamey Power '85 is a partne1; board member
and director ofinternational operations with
j.D. Power and Associates, a marketing information services firm .

Senior Meg Feil, co-captain of the USD
Equestrian Team, explains the basic
techniques for English-style riding.

Q: How do I get

Always lead, mount and dismount on your
horse's left-hand (or hooP.) side. Gather the
reins in che left hand. Use your right hand
to position your left boot in the stirrup.
Move your right hand to the back of the
saddle and spring off your right leg, pulling
your body up. As you r left leg straightens,
swing your right leg over th e saddle, find
the right stirrup and slowly lower yourself
into the saddle.

Climb on Board
a good deal?

A: Do your homework - find out
the manufacturers'
suggested retail
prices and the dealers' invoice prices by
searching independent Internet sites such as
the Kelley Blue Book site at www.kbb.com.
People who think they can negotiate by more
than 2 or 3 percent of the total cost of the
vehicle will be hugely disappointed. If a car's
been sitting on the dealer's lot for more than
60 days maybe he'll be wi lling to discount it,
but if it's a brand new Honda Element, for
ins tance, a dealer won't negotiate.

.,
Q: Where can I research a car's quality?
A: Log on to jdpower.com. We provide several measures and evaluations, including dealers'
sales and service record, as well as quality in
the first 90 days, long-term dependability and
an automobile's appeal .

Ready, Steady
The basic preferred
body position is
consistent through
all gaits and is based
on safety, effectiveness and aesthetics.
Keep your back
straight, chin up
and shoulders back.
Legs should remain
tight, stretchin g long with weight down in
the heel so the toes point up and slightly
out. Arms are bent with the elbows at the
hip and the hands held just above your
horse's neck.

Steering
To keep a horse tracking straight ahead, yo u
should balance your body in the center of
the saddle, and channel the horse through
equal pressure in both reins. Your eyes always
should look in the direction you're planning
to go, because your horse can sense the shift
in the weight of your head and body.
Remember chat you are not just turning
yo ur horse's head, but his entire body.
To turn right, pull slightly on the righ r rein.
To turn left, pull slightly on the left rein.
In both cases, use pressure from the corresponding leg to support and bend the horse's
body and haunches.

Dismounting
Once your horse has stopped, gather the
reins in the left hand and cake your right
foot our of the stirrup. Placing your weight
on your horse's neck and in your left stirrup,
raise your body and swing your right leg
over your horse. Keeping your left leg
straight, balance yourself by replacing your
right hand on the back of tl1e saddle. With
both arms remaining rigid, drop your left
stirrup before
slowly sliding
your body
down to the
ground.

Q: What's better, leasing or buying?
A: If you lease, you are limited in the
number of miles yo u can put on the car, so
I would suggest chat you lease only if there is
a special lease deal being offered. Otherwise,
it's better to purchase a vehicle and build up
some equity.

Q: What are the pros and cons of buying
a hybrid car?

A: They're great for people who have limited
transportation needs, who don't mind small
cars and aren't concerned about horsepower
or overall speed.

Q: Can I get a better deal by buying at
the end of the month, or at the end of a
calendar or fiscal year?
A: That's a myth. The way the industry is
now, it doesn't much matter when yo u buy
a car, just cry to cake advantage of rebates
or special finance incentives.
16
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... WIN

AT

BLACKJACK?

When it comes to smart blackjack, math
Professor Luby Liao knows the real deal.
• The house always has rhe advantage,
so do n't play if you can't affo rd to lose.
• Find a dealer with a single deck.
• Do n't split fi ves. Ir turns a potentiall y
winning hand into rwo potentially
losing hands.
• Do n't split sixes. It turns a potenriall y
losing hand into rwo potenti ally
losing hands.
• Pay attenti on to every card chat co mes
o ut; th at gives yo u a clue about
what's left.
• Never hi t o n a hard 17.

• Don't ass um e tl1e dealer's down card is
a LO. Fo ur cards th at co unt as 10 are in
each suit. That means th ere's less than
a o ne-third chance th e dealer has a
hidden 10. Bue, if th e deck is rich in
I Os and tl1e dealer shows a 6, assume
he has 16 and will be forced to hit.
C hances are good he'll bust, so refrain
from hitting.
• Eve n if it appea rs risky, hie if th e dealer
is showing an ace - it's a powe rful and
versa tile card .
• If yo u're lucky enough to win , gee on
a plane, fl y fa r away fro m Vegas and
neve r go back!

... MAKE A FANCY
COCKTAIL?
Bartender Dan Moran 'OJ is known far his
Mind Eraser, a layered drink best enjoyed
with a straw.
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

FiLI an 8-ounce highball glass with ice.
Add I ½ ounces of Stoli Vanil vodka.
Add I ounce of Kaluha.
Top it off with soda water.
Shove a straw to the bottom of the
glass and drink it down fast.

"Ir's not something to sip on," says Moran.
"You just power it down and give a little
belch to finish it off."

?

• • •

•

Darlene Polak is the wedding coordinator at USD's Founders Chapel,
where hundreds ofalumni tie the knot each year.
Going to the Chapel

Don't Botch the Budget

If you're having a church wedding, research

Simpliciry is the key to an enjoyable event
that won't break the bank. Think of a wedding K.I.S.S . and "Keep it So Simple. " A
simple theme or color can help you stay on
budget. Only purchase what fits into your
selected theme or color scheme. Because
you're planning early, rake advantage of
seasonal or after-season sales, bulk purchases
or discount stores.

the guidelines for your denomination, contact your priest, rabbi or minister nine to
18 months in advance and take advantage
of preparation programs.

Tidy Bridey

,,

A three-ring
binder can
keep the event
from being a
three-ring
circus. Buy
one, along
with a threehole punch. You'll be inundated with information - price sheets for florists, song lists
for disc jockeys and, of course, pages torn
out of bridal magazines with the latest bridal
fashions. Here are some helpful categories:
deadlines; bridal attire; caterers; ceremony
locations; fl.ewers; hair and makeup; honeymoon hot spots; invitations; limousines;
musicians or DJs; parry favors; photographers; reception locations; tuxedo rentals;
and videographers.

Don't be Contrary When
You Marry
Laughter, a baby's cry, cheers and
tears will make the day more memorable. Resolve to be cheerful no matter what. Yo ur guests wo n't notice if
\\:
you forget the steps to your first dance,
if bridesmaid No. 4 has different color
shoes or if Aunt Sally won't sit with
Uncle Fred. All they'll remember is
your love, your happiness and
your radiant smile.

...nnd y
w'byft~f
Greg Harkless '95 is director of USD's Outdoor
Adventures, through which volunteer guides
receive more than 80 hours ofemergency and
first-aid training.
ray calm! If you get lost in the wilderness, there are a number of things you
can do to improve your chances of
getting home safely.
First, don't panic. Take stock of your surroundings. If you are certain you're lost, stay
put. People who are lost often become even
more disoriented and frightened by wandering farther. Your primary goals are to make
yourself easier to find , and to rake care of
any immediate needs.You may need to find
shelter - nighttime temperatures can lead
to hypothermia any rime of the year.
Search and rescue teams will start by conducting rapid searches around the point you
were last seen, and will proceed based on
information they gain from friends and
family, and from the scene itself. If available,
move to nearby, obvious geographic features
such as meadows, rivers or power lines.
Signaling by blowing a whistle or reflecting
sunlight with a mirror dramatically improves
your chances of being found. Remember,
searches ofren rake a great deal of time to
initiate and organize.
Preparation is critical. If you become lost
as a result of injury, being trained in basic
first aid could be the difference between life
and death . Make sure someone knows your
itinerary and planned route. Know the
area in which you are traveling, and learn how to use
topographical maps. Even
on short hikes, bring the
"10 essentials" - map,
compass, flashlight, water, food, a
whistle, first-aid supplies, pocket
knife, matches and rain gear.
Most important, know
your limitations and don't
put yourself in situations
that are beyond your
abilities.

S
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HOW DO I. ..
Brian Hutchison '00 (MFA.) got his first
Broadway gig shortly after graduating from
USD.

I

finished the master of fine ans program, packed my car and headed back
to New York to once again make a go
of it as an actor when, on a desert highway
outside Albuquerque, my cell phone rang.
"Hi, chis is the casting office of Lincoln
Center Theatre," said the voice on the ocher
end. "We saw your showcase presentation in
New York, and were wondering if you were
available for a role in 'The Invention of
Love' on Broadway."

••• L1· ke

ro?

Torero right-hander
David Dunn, a
senior who has an
arsenal offive pitches,
demomtrates the grips
he uses to mow down
opposing batters.

FASTBALL
Dunn throws a fo ur-seam cut fas tball, which moves
in on left-handed batters. "If you can gee ours just
using yo ur fas tball, more power to yo u," he says.
'T hat leaves the rest of your pitches fo r th e batter
to worry about next rime. "

CURVE BALL

My reply? "Uh, yeah, I'm available. I'm
just ... like ... in New Mexico."
I got the script faxed to me at a Kinko's
and hightailed it to NYC. The audition went
great, and I got the job. Maybe there was
perfect planet alignment involved, and not
everyone is that lucky, but here's some advice
that might help.
First, gee an agent. You can't get seen without a reputable one.
Get a flexible job. My job as a proofreader
allowed me to survive while waiting months
for an audition, and then cramming as many
as eight into one week.
Have a thick skin. There are minor and
m ajor letdowns, and it's important to learn
how to handle them.
Finally, be patient. I audi tioned four times
for a national tour of the long-running
Broadway play "Proof." I was sec
to do another play when
I goc a call chat "Proof"
needed a replacement.
I went in, for the
fifth time, and
got the part.
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His best pitch, Dunn's curveball is a " 12-to-6" curve,
which means it ro tates fro m the 12 o'clock position
to the 6 o'clock position as it app roaches the batter.
"T he grip fo r a curve is something that should be
diffe rent fo r everyone," he says. "Ir's something you
have to tinker with until yo u find something th at
works. I made up my grip based solely on comfort."

SLIDER
Faster than the curveball, it moves side to side. "Ir's
a very effective pitch to use with rwo strikes, and
when the batter has already seen my curve," Dunn
says. "Ir's something else fo r them to think about. "

CIRCLE CHANGE
About 10 mph slower than the fastball, the circle
changeup moves away fro m lefty batters. Dunn uses
ic anywhere in the count. "I use ic primarily agai nst
lefti es," Dunn says. "Ir's di ffi culc to pick up the
di fference berween the circle change and a fas tball,
because the rotatio n looks the same."

PALMBALL
A pitch char few throw, the palmbal l is a changeup
that drops in the strike zo ne like a split-finger fas tball, but moves about 12 to 15 mph slower. 'T his is
probably the pitch I use least," D unn says, "bur it
comes in handy when the batter has already seen
my other pitches."

john Trifiletti '78 is USD 's assistant vice president for
development. He is known on and offcampus fo r his
incredible ability to recall names, faces and watch out.' - personal information.

I

honed my skills as USD's "human Rolodex" during
12 years as alumni and parent relations direcror.
A particular challenge is large social events, where I sometimes meet graduates or worse yet, spot chem across che room - and realize I can't remember their names!
As my heart races, I'll first run through
the alphabet co see if a letter triggers my
memory. Then I'll frantically rhyme syllables, switch consonants and search my
internal database of major donors, former
students and discipline cases from my years
as a resident direcror - all while crying co
carry on a meaningful conversation with the
person in front of me.
As the "unknown" moves coward me, I'll first cry spotting a namecag. As the clock
ricks and the person approaches greeting distance, the name usually comes co me.
If it doesn't, I recommend one of two things: ask politely for their lase name, which
usually triggers the first name; or, if all else fails, panic and run!
To avoid such desperate measures, carry a pen and, as you meet people, jot down
names on a cocktail napkin or business card for future reference. Of course, it won't
help if you find chose items among the dry cleaning a week lacer, so chat part of your
memory is up co you. It's work, but you'll find, as I did, chat you get better with
practice. As I run inro USD graduates and friends in my travels, I find it extremely
gratifying co remember their names. That pleasure is the
true key co the Rolodex in your head.

... BE AHUMAN
ROLODEX?

This.favorite ftom USD's coffeehouse is a
family reczpe provided by Connie DaSilva
'
a USD baker for more than 15 years.
Yields 24 brownies,

Ingredients

½ cups butter
4 ½ cups suga r
5 eggs

1. C ream rh e burrer and suga r rogerher.
Slowly_ add eggs and vanilla, mi x well.
Combme rh e Ao ur, cocoa and bakin g
soda. Add rh e Aou r mixture ro rh e
creamed mixture and mix well. Add
2 cups_of chocolate chips ro rhe mix.
Top w1th I cup of chocolate chips
befo re bak ing.

2

2 teaspoons va nilla
4 ½ cups all-purpose Ao ur
I cup Hershey's cocoa
2 teaspoo ns baking soda
3 cups chocolate chips

2. S~oo n rh e mixture inro a baking shee r
w1rh a 2-inch cake edge, which will allow
rh e browni es ro rise in rh e oven.

3. Bake ar. 350 degrees fo r l O ro 15 mmures,
.
or unnl browni es are ser.

4. O nce cool, dri zzle wirh chocolate ici

v
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... Become a ll1ivale Eye ?
Grant Bauer '85 is owner ofBauer
Investigations in Albuquerque, NM
The firm, which specializes in insurance
fraud, has offices in 13 states and employs
47 investigators.

Q: So, is being a private investigator as
cool as it looks on TV?
A: Definitely nor. We don't conduct surveillance in a red Ferrari like Magnum, P.I.
We're usually in a cramped van somewhere, waiting around for hours ro catch
someone on videotape. Ir can be dangerous - we go ro some rough neighborhoods, and I've been shot at - but if
we think we're being observed, we're out
of there.

Q: How did you break into the field?
A: I was interested in the field in college.
I was recruited by a government agency,
I can't tell you which one, and later was
hired by an agency in Los Angeles. I
moved ro New Mexico, where I worked
3,000 hours as an apprentice before
taking the private investigaror's licensing
exam. Every state requires a certain
number of hours before you can apply
for a license.

Q: What's your most common type of case?
A: We investigate insurance fraud, so we take

... PICK A

on a lot of workers' compensation cases,
disability claims, auro accidents and slipand-fall cases. We conduct surveillance,

phorograph accident scenes and take
statements. About 70 percent of the rime
we find some degree of fraud.

C

Q: What are the most important qualities
an investigator needs to have?

A: Patience, self-confidence, the ab ility ro
read people and the discipline ro shut
up and listen. Good invesrigarors are
self-sufficient and derail-oriented.
I look for someone who can gather
intelligence, put it in a neat package
and communicate ir ro others.

Q: What's your best P.I. story?
A: I once was in very snowy mountain
conditions on a surveillance, and I hadn't
found the subject's house. My car overturned and slid inro a ditch, and I
crawled our and went for help. I went ro
the first house I found, and, as the owner
let me in ro use the phone, I realized he
was the person I was looking for. I got
our of there, but the next day I went back
and filmed this supposedly disabled guy
building a house. He finally saw me, realized what was up and chased me back ro
my vehicle. But we got him on tape.

GOOD STOCK?
Dennis Zocco, a USD business professor for
20 years, wrote a software program that is
used to teach college-level investment courses
at more than 300 schools.
1) Pick a company with a durable, competitive advantage, meaning it's srood
the rest of rime. Avoid companies with
many small, fragmented comperirors.
2) Choose companies with names you
know and products you undersrand.

3) Invest for the long term. Invest in
companies that have been around for
a while, because chances are, they'll
still be leading companies 10 or 15
years from now.
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4) Disregard the day-ro-day movements of
the market. Focus on long-term trends.
Hisrorically, the srock market has
increased at about 12.5 percent annually
- a reasonable rate of return. The more
you invest for the long term, the more
you're letting those averages work for you.
5) Use the Internet ro research whether a
company has maintained positive earnings
and rates of growth consistently over a
five-year period. During the past five
years, for example, we've had good times
and bad times - and a company rhat has
maintained good numbers during that
time is pretty strong. Other things to look
for include above-average profit margins
and inventory turnover.

6) Build a list of companies you'd like
to have, then wait until you can get
them at a good price. The best time ro
get into the market is when everyone is
fearful of getting in. This is when prices
are low and you have a chance to get a
good srock at a good price.

-

- z•z .....

{

...PATENT
an Invention?
Lisel Ferguson '99 U,D.) is a patent attorney
with Perkins & Miltner in San Diego.

}

l

• Pay a professional. To parent an invention,

David Francisco '97 teaches a wine class at
Orange County's Saddleback College, and
conducts private tastings. For information,
log on to www. wine-educator: com.

Q: Do I need to spend a lot to buy a
good bottle of wine?

A: No, th ere are many wonderful wines
und er $ 10. Take th e advice of local
wine reta ilers, who often produce
monrhly newsletters listin g "bes t buys"
and staff favo rites, and who sometim es
have tasting bars or weekly tastings ro
sa mp le reco mm endation s. Pay attenti o n ro win e ratings. Many criti cs rate
wines on a I 00-point scale, and any
wine rated above 86 po inrs, und er $ I 0,
shou ld be good.

Q: What are some of the best recent
vintages?

A: Bordea ux 2000 has bee n call ed the
grea tes t vinrage ever for th e region,
known for dry red wines mad e primarily from Cabernet Sauvignon and
Merlor grapes. 200 l German Ri eslings
are widely considered rh e best in
decades. Tusca ny, Ital y, had one of its
greatest vinrages in 1997. Much of th e
C hi anri is no longer available, but yo u
ca n find so me outstanding Brunello,
which is a very full-bodi ed red th at
benefits from aging. The bes t recent
vintage for California was 1999.

!

Q: What's appropriate wine protocol in
a restaurant?

A: There are so me typical rul es to be
awa re of, but don't be intimidated by
th e process. Wh en a waiter o r so mm elier brings our rh e borrl e, he' ll show
yo u rh e label so rh ar yo u ca n confirm
it is what yo u ordered . The waiter will
rake th e co rk our o f the bottl e and
place it nea r yo u. The purpose of this
is nor so that yo u can smell rh e cork,
but to ensure rh e co rk marches rh e

bottle.
This tradition bega n ove r
a ce ntury ago,
when se rvants so metim es drank rhe
bes t wine from rh e wine cell ar an d
replaced ir wirh so methin g different.
They go r caught if rh ey put the wrong
co rk back in th e borrle! Finally, rh e
waiter will pour a tas te of wine into
yo ur glass. Peo ple co mm o nl y believe
this gives th em th e opport unity to
determin e if they like rhe wine, bur rhe
purpose is to ensure th e wine has no
ap parent faults. The wine can be
return ed if it has turn ed to vinegar or
has offensive smells. It sho uld nor be
return ed simp ly beca use yo u do not
like it.

Q: How do I really know the wine is
good?

A: Good wines have an aro ma rh ar is
pleasa nt an d engaging, and have
amo unrs of alcohol , ta nnin and ac idi ty
that balance our o ne anoth er. To di stinguish these features, allow rh e win e
to stay on yo ur palate fo r a brief
mom ent. Higher alco hol levels produce a we ight o r wa rmth on yo ur
palate. Acidity is best di stin gui shed on
the sides of th e tongue as a tin gling
sensa tion . Tannin produces a dryin g
sensa tio n. The bes t wines will make an
initial impression when tasted, fo llowed by develo pmenr o n rh e palate
and a linge ring finish.

no matter how cool, it must be novel,
non-obvious and useful. To find out if
your idea firs the bill, hire a registered
patent attorney to do a parent search.
• Zip your lip. Keep your idea under wraps.
Once you re l! people about your great
gadget, you on ly have a year to file for
a patent. After char it's considered
public domain. ·

• Think anti-theft. If you partner with a
company because you can't affo rd to
patent your idea on your own, enter into a
nondisclosure agreement that stipulates
the idea was yours, so the company can't
claim it.

• Put your money where your mouth is.
Patenting an idea is expensive. The application is $500 for small inventors and
companies with fewer than 500 employees, and $1,000 for large inventors.
Inventors who can't afford the application
fee or the related attorney fees - anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000 - can fi le
for a provis ional patent, which costs a
mere $80, lasts for one year and al lows for
add itional rime to invest in your idea.
• First-timer tips. Learn more by logging on
to the U.S. Parent and Trademark Office
Web sire at www.uspto.gov.
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Bonita Chamberlin is a longtime friend of
USD whofrequently lectures on the people and
culture ofAfghanistan, where she has worked
fo r more than 20 years.

~

a remote As ian kingdom of old, where

~ people still live much as they did 1,500

years ago, Bonita Chamberlin discovered a
mother lode of preci ous gems.
Twenry years ago, Ch amberlin began excavating a multimillion-dollar boun ry of sapphires, rubies, emeralds and other gems in
Afghanistan. When the Soviet Union invaded the country in 1979, bombing unearthed
gigantic veins of gems, and C hamberlin saw
a chance to help the mujahideen freedom
fighters mine the gems and restore economic
sovereign ry to their people.
"They worked in the mines amid battles
for their independence," C hamberlin says.
"M y longeviry in the country earned me
the trust of the people, which is why I've
been able to work with them through five
regime changes."

Chamberlin, who had a background in
archeology, boned up on the basics of identi~ring and locating precious stones. She recommends the Carlsbad, Calif., Gemological
Institute of America as the ideal place for
wo uld-be gemologists to start, and says a geology or engineering background wouldn't hurt.

She points our, however, that treasure
hunting in fa raway lands is no t for the faint
of heart. On yearly expeditio ns to the co untry, C hamberlin rypically snuck over the
Pakis tan border through treacherous mo untain passes, living amo ng shepherds, dodging
land mines and avoiding frequent arm ed
skirmishes. With no sophisticated equipment, she dug alongside the Afghan villagers
using picks, shovels and small explosives.
Like a female Indiana Jones, she does n't
seek treas ure for her own gain. C hamberlin
brings the jewels to America and sells them,
to help lift the Afghan people from poverry
and starvation to self-sufficiency. She now
is helping villagers build a jewelry-making
industry. In the end, she says, the treasure is
secondary. The real jewels C hamberlin found
were the people.
"They are true survivors," she says. "Their
country has nearly been destroyed, but they're
still a bold, loyal and freedom-loving people."

. Deliver a Baby

in an EMERGENCY?
Nancy Coffin-Romig, an obstetrics professor in the School of Nursing, formerly
was a /,abor and delivery nurse. She's helped deliver some 750 babies.
1) Stay calm and call for assistance. Babies
have been born since the beginning of
time, and always manage to make their
way into the wo rld.

S) W rap the baby in something dry. Turn
the mom on her side, and have her
place the baby against her skin to keep
him warm .

2) If the mother feels cbe urge to push, have
her blow thro ugh h er mouth . T his will
slow dow n the process, because she can't
physically blow and push at the same time.

6) A crying baby is good. T he more th e

3) Lay the mother on a flat surface. Remove
her undergarments and check for the
baby's head . Lay a blanket, rowel o r jacket
where the baby wi ll come o ur an d reassure
her in a calm but firm voice.
4) As the baby's head comes out, gently
guide it. T he baby's body will fo llow.
Jack Kelly '87, director of alumni relations,
whose wife recently had a baby, demonstrates
an expectant father's worst-case scenario.
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baby cri es the better, because it means
he's getting oxygen. If the baby isn't crying, rub his back to stimulate hi m. If
the baby still doesn't cry, look in the
mo uth to see if there's an obstruction
and, using yo ur pinky fi nger, gently
sweep it out of the mo uth.
7) Don't do anycl1i ng with the umbilical
co rd . Leave it attached and wait for the
placenta to deliver. Typically, cl1is cakes
20 to 30 m in utes. T hen, wrap the
placenta in somethi ng clean, have the
mother breast feed th e baby and wai t
for medical ass istance to arrive.

...TAK A GR[AJ PIIOTOGRAPII?

~---

Nicole Toesca '89 (M. B.A.) is a fine arts
photographer who had three works selected
far display at the Washington, D. C.,
Touchstone Gallery's 2003 National AllMedia Exhibition.
irst, don't get rid of yo ur old ca mera! Print film is at its bes t quality
ever. Read yo ur ca mera manual
with yo ur camera by yo ur side.
Don't get discouraged by co mpli ca ted
instructions. Ger to know yo ur camera
well - practice!
Fo r a good guide, buy th e inexpensive

f

Kodak Guide to 35mm Photography,
whi ch will help yo u und erstand how a
typ ical camera works, and how you can
get more co ntrol ove r yo ur final results
using lens open ings and shutter speeds .
Photograph scenery and people outdoors within a couple of hou rs of sunrise
or sunse t, rather than during harsh midday light. Use yo ur fl as h eve n when ir'
bright o utside, because yo ur ca mera

• •

meter can "chink" there is too much light,
and co mpensate by letting in too lirde,
whi ch causes a silho uetted face.

When worki ng o utside, use an o ld
shower cap to shelter you r camera from
rain , and buy a polarizing filter to red uce
reflections and to sarurate colors. If you
love raking picrures of sunsets and landscapes and want a big zone of sharpness ,
use a smaller aperrure (lens open ing) and
steady the camera on a tripod.
With peop le, don't be afra id to move
in close, and cry to rake ph otos from
angles ocher rhan straight-o n. Learn to be
co nscious of yo ur subj ect's surroundin gs
- avo id the "fencepost co min g our of th e
head" scenario. For flowers, shoot in ove rcast skies, wh ich helps bring o ur color, and
car ry a windscreen (I use a car sunscreen)
and a spray bottle for a dewdrop effect.
W hite posrerboard, plain or covered
with foil, ca n improve yo ur photos. Use
it to fill shadows an d to reflect one-sided
lightin g onto the other side of a person's
face for a mo re balanced lighting effect.

.Be AncSI(~ Collector?

Joan Seiji·ied 'OJ (M.A.) owns Angel Appraisers
and is certified as an appraiser by the International Society ofAppraisers.

market value and replacement value. To learn
the appraisal process, get to know a dealer or
collector who shares your passion, or educate
yourself by attending auctions.

trophies, diplomas and awards; obscure
musical instruments; anything to do with
travel - space or otherwise - in the 1960s.

The Hot List
Silver currently is a hot marker item. Silver
spoons can be exceedingly old and valuable,
and American silver of the Colonial period is
much more valuable than English silver of
the same period. Also popular are printed
materials with interesting period graphics,
such as early sheer music, and electronics
such as computers and adding machines.
Rising collectibles include baby boomer nostalgia items such as space coys, 11011-"P.C."
Barbies and Kens, and dolls of ethnicity.

What's It Worth?
W hat you pay for an item is not the same
as its value as part of a curated collection.
In appraising individual pieces, I consider

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Scarr with rhe best and worst of the category.
Collections should be the creative expression
of rhe collector's eye. See the ridiculous and
the sublime. If you collect period lighting,
include a fine Civil War oil lamp and a
1960s lava lamp. Collecting is understanding
cultural history through design, economics
and desirabilit:y.

Getting a Head Start
A few items that might be valuable in the
future: old high school yearbooks; photographs of trailer parks; corkscrews; sewing and
cigarette collectibles; ethnic jewelry, such as
Cuban charm bracelets and Mexican silver;
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FOR CHANGE

United Front's Decode
of Cultural Consciousness

by Cecilia Chan

R

oberr Neighbours grew up in a predominantly white middle-class area
of Riverside, Calif., but in his mind
neighborhood demographics weren't much
of an issue. In high school, his best friend
was Persian-American, and he hung around
with kids who were Latino, Korean and
black. To him, color and ethnici ty were
no big deal.
When he came to USD, the 20-year-old
junior at first had a rough time finding a
sim ilar network of different cultures, faces
and viewpoints. He craved the kind of interaction that in high school helped shape his
political and social perspective, as well as his
love of music, arr and movies.
Although he's white, Neighbours joined the
Asian Students Association and the Filipino
Ugnayan Student Organization, simply to feed
his desire for knowledge of cultures he knew
little or nothing abo ut. He didn't see anything
mange about joining these groups, in fact he
co nsidered it a normal part of a well-rounded
college experience.
"Not only have I learned a lot about other
people and their perspectives, (but joining
these clubs) helped me create and learn
about my own world view," Neighbours says.
"I now have a fuller picture of where I stand
in the world."
Members of United Front gather in front
of the United Front banner, a colorful
m ural that graces their office wall and
represents the diverse cultures housed in
t he Multicultural Center.

Neighbours says rhe most important
successful effort to lobby for an academic
major in ethnic studies, which was approved
group he joined was United Front, an
this spring and wi ll launch in Fall 2003.
alliance of nine student groups chat represent
a wide swath of cultures and ethnicities, and
The energy, optimism and activism
that work to fill in the knowledge gaps many
Neighbours brought to USD is typ ical of
college students have about cultural, racial
students who belong to United Front. Since
and ethnic differences.
banding together in 1993, members have
In this organization, Neighbours truly
earnestly worked to build and strengthen
found what he had been looking for.
relations within their diverse coalition, and
"I chink it's important ro not only be
berween member groups and the rest of the
rolerant of other people, burro learn about
campus. Their efforts at times have been
frustrating and painstaking, and they've
and celebrate differences, particularly in
faced setbacks, but United Front students say
response ro the racism, sexism and classism
that no matter what the difficulties, their
that are pervasive in our society," says
Neighbours, a sociology major with a
overarching purpose - to allow the different
cultures at USD to thrive whi le helping
double minor in Spanish and ethnic
studies. "I feel I can be more effective in
others learn about them - is much roo
.
.
important ro give up.
solving problems in our society by not
"Our goal is to help fulfill the mission
just using one, limited perspective, but
of the university," says Guadalupe Corona,
by gaining multiple perspectives. "
director of the United Front office, "which
Since discovering United Front,
Neighbours has become a
campus leader, helping his
fellow students better understand each other an d educating the USD community
about how cultural diversity
problems in our society by not just using
enriches their education one, limited perspective, but by gaining
and their lives. Last year, he
was elected vice president
multiple perspectives."
of multicultural relations
for Associated Students, the
Robert Neighbours
university's student governJunior
ment. And he's been solidly
behind the student body's
S PR I N G 2 0 0 3
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of the university, which is to provide

"Un ited Front
is a coalition of
students with a learning experience
students who
that includes awareness of other
joined forces to
advocate for issues
hen students walk into the Hahn
cultures and other perspectives."
collectively," says
University Center offices of United
Corona, whose
Front - officially dubbed the
Guadalupe Corona
M ulticultural Center - they leave race, reliduties include
Director, United Front office
gion and gender at the door. There are no
developing partbarriers as they mingle and share experiences.
nerships with
funds come mainly from the AS budget.
On a typical day, as many as 30 students get
community groups, helping retain and
Over time, Un ited Front members went
together to eat, study and relax in the cenrecrui t students with diverse backgro unds,
ter's lounge.
organizing cultu ral events and coordinating
from talking about issues to putting their
The center provides resources on scholarhare-crime workshops. "Instead of dividing
thoughts into action and making changes,
ships, internships and job opportunities, as
and they now often act as the campus' social
and each fighting for one small piece of the
conscience and its activist arm. Student prespie, they work together to get a bigger piece."
well as a headquarters for United Front and
each of its nine member
idents of the clubs gather once a month to
United Front came into
being in 1993, after five
set goals and objectives, which in the past
groups (see box). The
included advocating for the position of vice
groups frequently sponsor
student clubs proposed the
notable speakers, such as
creation of a multicultural
president of multicultural relations now
United They Stand
civil rights activist Angela
center, wh ich they believed
occupied by Neighbours, who acts as the
Nine student organizations comprise
Davis, who came to USD
alliance's voice on the AS executive board.
would enco urage diversity
United Front. They are: Aikane
From the begi nning, Uni ted Front offered
for Black History Month
O'Hawaii, which promotes Hawaiian
on cam pus, provide a
culture; the Asian Students Association;
programs to increase cultu ral awareness
stronger voice for un derin February, as well as
the Association of Chicana Activists, the
seminars, workshops and
among students, some of whom say they
represented grou ps and
Black Student Union; the Filipino
cultural events like the
educate al l students abo ut
might otherwise not have given diversity a
Ugnayan Student Organization;
annual Gospel Jam.
ocher cultu res.
second thought. Senior Aisha Taylor got
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
But that's just what the
involved with United Front after attending
"It was just like having
de
Aztlan, which advocates for educaassociation does. What's
a home," recalls Pamela
one of the group's human relations worktional equality for the Latino commuPutian '94, a co-founder
shops, offered several times a year to talk
more important is what it
nity; PRIDE, a group for people
about diversity issues. She says United Front
is. United Front is a haven
of United Front. Purian,
of diverse sexual orientations; the
gave her a deeper understanding of her relafor students who may have
a Filipina, says it was a
Jewish Student Union; and the
experienced discrimination
tionships with others and radically changed
struggle at first to convince
International Student Organization.
in their lives. And it is a
her career goals. Al tho ugh she wanted to be
the admi nistrators and
For more information, log on to
a docror, Taylor now is considering a career
d riving force for inclusion
Associated Students that it
www.sandiego.edu/unitedfront.
and understanding at
was important for the cl ubs
as a rheology or ethnic studies professor, or
Alcala Park, which historito have their own space.
as an organizational counselor who works on
cally has attracted a predominately white stu"We were getting more students coming
diversity issues.
dent body, and where administrators have
in every year from different backgrounds,
"Before, I just saw things through my perspective, and didn't realize there were other
and we wanted to make sure we had enough
struggled at times to increase diversity.
lenses ro see through," says Taylor, 22. 'Tve
Diversity has greatly improved - this year,
resources and a place for those students to
come," says Putian, 30. "We were not being
24 percent of the 7,126 USD students are
benefited from hearing about so many differblack, American Indian, Asian or Hispanic,
separatists, as some people tho ught at first.
ent viewpoints, and learning about ochers
com pared with 15 percent in 1990 - but
gave me a broader perspective from which to
We were trying to help people who needed
see myself. "
to identify with an organization ."
m inority and gay students still say they
sometimes feel o utn um bered and overAs part of their plan, the groups agreed to
ne of United Front's biggest accomwhelmed. Besides a sympathetic forum ,
share resources, to promote and support each
plishments is the addition of an ethnic
other's activities and to work together. In its
United Front helps these students present a
studies component to the curricul um.
unified voice for change, cultural education ,
infancy, United Front operated from a desk in
In 1993, faculty and staff, with the support
fun ding and a role in forming campus polithe Associated Students office with a $700
of students, began lobbying university
cies. The gro up is all inclusive - students
budget. In 1997, Corona was hired as assistant
administrators to add an ethnic studies prodirector of activities, and has since become
need not be a member of one of the cl ubs
director of the Multicultural Center. Today,
gram. Five years ago, ethnic studies was
to join the umbrella organization.
Corona says Un ited Fro nt is un usual
Uni ted Front has a budget around $50,000
introduced as a minor, wi th 11 stud ents curand has several paid staff. Grants expanded
ren tly in the program . In February, after a
because individ ual gro ups came together
the center's resource library, while operating
two-year effort led primarily by students, the
before attempting to bring abo ut changes.
is to provide students with a learning experience that includes awareness of other cultures and ocher perspectives. "
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minor was elevated co an academic major in
the College of Arcs and Sciences.
In chis case, United From members were
heartened chat they didn't have co go ic alone.
"We pushed for a major because it prepares
students for a mulciculcural society," says
senior Demecrios Sparacino, 22, an English
major· on che ethnic studies steering committee, composed mai nly of United From and
AS members. "Elevating ethnic studies co a
major gives it legitimacy and more financial
backing from the administration."
United From representatives and professors point out char che ethnic studies program benefits everyone on campus. English
Professor Gail Perez, interim ethnic studies
director, says the courses equip students co
succeed in contemporary society. Without
knowledge of ocher cultures and cross-cultural confidence, she says, they would lack a
competitive edge.
"Students of all ethnicities wane co be
in a diverse place, " she says, "because they
understand chat if USD doesn't reflect the
world, then they are not getting a relevant
education. "
Beyond che classroom, United From cakes
on many ocher casks. The alliance urges che
recrui tment of more minority students and
professors. Many of ics members serve on

co be viewed by the community - as one
chat is inclusive, welcoming and embracing
of diversity."
United From members frequencly return
co their high schools and talk co minority
students about attending USD . They collaborate with the admissions office co provide
campus cours, and hold posc-cour panel discussions where minority students calk abo ut
their experience ac Alcala Park. Campus
leaders say che organization also improves
retention among culturally diverse students.
"Uni red From provides a caste of home
for students of color on our campus, which is
still predominately Caucasian," says Thomas
Cosgrove, associate vice president for student
affairs. "United From helps chem feel more
comfortable, and it's been documented in
research char multicultural centers can be
important in developing a sense of belonging
among students. Thar sense of belonging
relates direccly co whether the student chooses
co stay."

O

pening multicultural centers is a growing trend on campuses around rhe
nation, bur there is ongoing debate
among experts about whether chey are a
good idea. Some researchers say these organizations create a healthy academic environment for all students,
and help students learn,
and encourage chem
co chink in deeper and
"United Front taught me a lot about
more complex ways.
Ochers say multicultural
what folks who feel disenfranchised
centers and ethnic
feel. Inow know what it means to
courses encourage separatist chinking among
be an advocate and activist."
minority students.
Ask members of
Todd Gloria '00
United Front how rhe
group helps students and
prepares chem for the
world, and they point
co Todd Gloria '00. A political science
student committees char give input on candimajor, Gloria now is the district director
dates for administrative positions. The group
for Rep. Susan Davis, a San Diego Demoalso cakes a stand against prejudice and, in
crat. He supervises a staff of six and oversees
November, supported a rally and vigil followday-co-day operations in che district, which
ing incidents in which diversity posters and a
stretches from ritzy Del Mar, Calif., co
student's residence hall door were defaced.
che low-income neighborhoods near the
"The students have created a campus-wide
awareness rhac hare is nor something USD
U.S.-Mexico border.
"I work with a very diverse office and diswanes co be pare of," Corona says. "The stutrict," says the 24-year-old. "I chink I'm more
dents set a norm for how they wane co treat
sensitive co immigration issues and what it's
each other and how they wane chis campus

like co be a first-generation American. I understand when people complain about the
bureaucracy of the INS and the difficulty
of becoming a naturalized citizen. The first
day on the job would have been the first I'd
heard of the issue if nor for United Front."
Gloria's parents both are halfTligic, an
Alaskan tribe. Bue it was his sexual oriencarion, not his ethnicity, char led him co seek
our United Front. Gloria is gay, and he says
belonging co United Front helped him cope
with ceasing and assured him char he made
the right decision by coming co USD.
"I had students make fun of me," says
Gloria, a former member of PRIDE and
the Native American Student Organization,
"There's something co be said for sirring
around with folks who experienced the
same rhing."
Like Robert Neighbours, United From
showed Gloria how co become an advocate
for awareness, and how co change attitudes.
As a student, he helped promote the inclusion of sexual orientation as a protected
group in the university's non-discrimination
policy, a change char went inco effect 2001.
"I learned a lot about advocacy, recognizing the issues and trying co do something
about them," he says. "United Front caught
me a lot abou t what folks who feel disenfranchised feel. I now know what it means
co be an advocate and activist. "
So lee the experts debate, says Corona.
She and rhe students who belong co United
Front say the group helps USD graduate
students with the skills necessary co serve,
and improve, a global society.
"Multicultural centers like che United
Front serve as a reminder char, although we
may have made progress, there's a need co
provide safe zones for students co learn abo ut
diversity," she says. "The center is place
where all students are welcome co share their
unique perspectives."
United From members say their work is
far from finished. They would like co see the
study of diversity become a general education requirement, and they continue co push
for more aggressive recruitment and retention
of students and faculty from diverse backgrounds. Mose important, they continue co
stand up for themselves - and for each ocher.
"Ir's important co look at diversity," says
freshman Nicholas Severson, a member of
United Front and vice president of PRIDE,
"because it's all aro und us. " +
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Class Notes
Please note that Class Notes submitted
after j an. 31, 2003, wi!L appear in the
Summer 2003 issue of USD Magazine.

1960
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Simone (Gennette) Ostr ander

co ntin ues to teach writing at Reedley
College in Reedley, Cali f , and is
helping husband Gary in a Habitat
for Humanity project. In add ition,
she spends time painting, landscaping, tili ng floors and counters, and
still acts in plays. She reports she
has heard from several classmates,
including Barbara (Bassarab)
Morette '60, Colleen (Lynch)
O'Connor '60 and Mary Jo Rink,

who attended USD in 1960.

1961
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

M. Josephine Breen is a pastoral
associate at St. Brigid Church in San
Diego. She coordinates th e RClA
process, small church communities
and ministry of consolation programs.

1962
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Richard Gray is serving as a Scace

Department fore ign service officer at
the U.S. Embassy in Athens, Greece.
He previously served a two-year stint
as an admi nistrative officer in the
Peace Corps in Cape Verde, West
Africa. He and wife Marli moved to
Africa after spending 27 years in Los
Angeles and raising three children.

1964
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Tom Leonard rece ntly celebrated

his seco nd retirement, chis time from
United Ai rl ines, where he served as a
B-747 pilot. Earl ier he had retired
from the Navy after a 30-year aviation career. He and wife Beverly live
in the San Diego area, where he continues to do volunteer work with che
Tailhook Association an d the Tail hook
Ed ucational Fo undation . ... Anita
Peterson reports chat th e highlight
of 2002 was attending the Sacred
Heart conference in Sydney, Australia.
Peterson wishes a happy birthday to
her classmates, many of whom, li ke
her, turn 60 chis year.

1965
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Lynn (Conrad) Hollett and hus-

band Grant will retire to North
Carolina in March 2003 . The co uple
have five grandsons who range in age
from 9 months to 7 years . .. . Mary
(Williams) Schaller and husband
Marry welcomed their first granddaughter, Shelby Washburne Williams,
in July 2002. Mary is wo rking on
her ninth fu ll-length historical novel
fo r publisher Harlequin Enterprises
Led. The novel, Beloved Enemy, will
be published in 2004. The Library of
Virgin ia previously had nominated
Schaller's Civil War nonfiction memoir, Papa Was a Boy in Gray, for its
2002 Best No nfi ction Award. Mary
also is writing th e biography of a
Co nfederate colonel who is an ancestor of her husband. T he work tentatively is tided Quest for Glory. Mary
and Marry co ntinue to li ve in Burke,
Va.

1966
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

1963
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Art Wical and wife Carol took an
exciting and ed ucational cruise to
Russia in May 2002, traveli ng inland
rivers from Sc. Petersburg co Moscow.
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Vern D. Schooley Q.D.) was elected Counselor of the Ball/Hunt
American Inn of Court. He continues his practice as managing partner
in the Long Beach, Calif , office of
the Fulwider Patton law firm , specializing in patent and trademark matters.

FYOU'RE ONE OF THOSE
USO ALUMS WITH LESSTHAN-FOND MEMORIES
OF COMMUTING TO
CAMPUS, MEET LAURI
Thompson.Then quit yer
bellyachin'. Even the 1-1 S on a
rainy Friday afternoon pales
beside Thompson's trek.

Show Biz Attorney
Strutted Her Stuff
in Law School
While attending the School
of Law, Thompson rose every
day at 5:30 a.m. in Las Vegas, a
city that boasts an active volcano and a replica of the Eiffel
Towe r, but at the time had no
law school.After an hour-long
flight to San Diego and a full
day of classes, she hopped a
plane back to Las Vegas, heading directly to the Tropicana
Hotel and her job as the
principal dancer in Les Folies
Bergere, one of the city's
longest running revues. She
came off stage afte r midnight,
rushed home to bed, only to
wake at dawn and do it all
over again - five days a week.
"It wasn't easy at times,"
says the 1998 graduate, now
an associate at the law firm of
Qui rk & Tratos in Las Vegas,

where she specializes in entertainment law. "But I always wanted to go to law school, so after
waiting for years for one to
open in Las Vegas, I pursued
other options.
"I wanted a good law school
with an accessible airport," adds
the 43-year-old Thompson. "USD
has a well-respected law school,
and I managed to make the airline flight schedules work at a
reasonable price. I studied
between classes, on the plane
and in my dressing room."
Many of her classmates
worked through school, but it's
a safe bet no others performed
twice nightly in a sequined costume befo re thousands of people. For Thompson, however, it
was second natu re. She began
dancing at age 3 and by the end

of her teen-age years had perfo rm ed professionally with the
Pioneer Memorial Theater
Company and Ballet West in Salt
Lake City, and the Jackson Ballet
in Mississippi. In Les Folies, she
was the principal adagio act,
co mbining the strength and agility
of gymnastics with elements of
classic dance .
Despite the tiring commute,
Thompson says working with

the Fo/ies was the easiest part of
her law school career.
"My third year was the most
difficult, even though I was only
flying to San Diego three days a
week," she says. "I was with the
Folies for 14 years and knew
exactly what I was doing, but
then I stopped performing to
clerk with Quirk & Tratos.The
law was completely new and
required an entirely different
type of concentration."
But Thompson was determined - and, it seems, destined
- to have a career in entertainment law.After earning a degree
in fine arts from the University
of Utah , she began an odyssey
through the entertainment
industry. At an international ballet competition in Jackson, Miss.,
she met dance partner Jamey
Gallagher, who suggested the
duo put together an act for Las
Vegas. The two honed their routine on the television series
"Star Search," then joined the
Fo/ies in 1984.

Thompson didn 't stop at
dancing. During her 14-year
Folies career, she also started a
production company, owned an
entertainment consulting business and, for two seasons, moonlighted as Susie Spirit in the
"Gorgeous Ladies ofWrestling"
television series.
"That was an experience,"
laughs Thompson, " but I kept my
ears and eyes open and learned
how television works."
All that on-the-job training
taught her that the spotlight is
anything but a lonely place, and
led naturally into her current
career.
"There is really no such thing
as a solo performer," she says.
"It takes the talents of hundreds
of people to make a production
like the Fo/ies happen - the vast
majority of whom the audience
never sees. I've always been fascinated by that collective accomplishment, and now, as an attorney, I act as a facilitator, doing
the deals that help bring all the

creative people together."
Thompson and husband Allen
Bracken, the production manager for Las Vegas magician Lance
Burton, have two sons, Nikolas, 4
and Alexander, 2.The family, she
says, helped ease her transition
from the stage to the world of
copyrights, contracts and rights
of publicity.
"Becoming a mom totally
changed the focus of my life;'
she says. " I had been performing
for as long as I can remember,
and it got to be second nature
for me. Hearing the applause
was pretty nice, but now I come
home after a long day, see my
beautiful children and know my
clients incorporate my work into
successful endeavors. That is
even more rewarding than a
standing ovation."

- Timothy McKernan
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1976

1968
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Connie (Salovich) Cutler is in
her 15 th year at Temecula Valley High
School, where she is chair of rhe
English department and reaches
advanced placement English. In 2001,
she was selected Riverside County
Teacher of the Year. Her husband of
32 years, John, practices ophthalmology in Fallbrook, Calif. .. . Charles
Geist retired after 25 years at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, and
now is special assistant to the chancellor at the St. Thomas campus of
the University of the Virgin Islands.

John Jakubczyk (B.B.A. '81) is
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1970s
1971
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Judge Susan Finlay Q.D.) si ts in
the Central Division of the San Diego
Superior Court, hearing domestic
violence cases. She retired from the
bench in 2000 and worked for the
National Drug Court Institute as an
education consultant, prior to accepting the assignment. ... Donald
Pogoloff Q.D.) received a master's
of public health degree from the
University of Pittsburgh after law
school. After working with a psychiatric health care provider in Fresno,
and writing legislation regarding
community mental health centers, he
returned to academia and is a professor of public health at Cal ifornia
Seate University, Fresno.

1974
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Lance Werner is retiring after a
25-year career with the psychiatry
department in the Department of
Veterans Affairs. He reporrs chat be
has been offered a position with
Vermont Supportive Living, where
he will be working with developmentally disabled children .

1975
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

John Wesley Houston Jr. continues

to appear in television and fi lm roles.
In addition to a recent role in the television drama 'The Practice," he is working on a feature film called "Big Fish"
starring his brother-in-law, Robert
Guillaume.... Janet (Schweitzer)
LaPlante is a loan officer at
GoodCents Mortgage in Phoenix.

president of Arizona Right to Life
and treasurer of Ville deMarie
Academy. He and wife Perra have 10
children and celebrated 20 years of
marriage in January. ... Charles E.
Simmons reporrs that daughter
Kalila Simmons received her bachelor
of arcs degree in political science from
Hampton University in May, making
them the first fa ther-daughter duo in
their family co earn degrees in the
same major.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

In September 2000, Dan Bergman
Q.D.) accep ted a position as vice
president of the environmental affairs
department at the Dallas/Fr. Worth
Internacional Airport. Previously, he
served as environmental health director of San Diego County, deputy director of health services for California's
Contra Cosca County and president
of Pyrite Canyon Group, Inc. He
reports chat daughters Erica Lewis
and Kelli (Bergman) Taylor '96
(J.D.) both are practicing attorneys.
... Tom Grady Q.D.) formed Grady
Mediation Services in 2002, and
mediates litigated disputes in San
Diego ... Max A. Hansen Q.D.)
practices law in Dillon, Mont. He
has been invited co accept election as
a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation. He is the Montana delegate to
the American Bar Association House
of Delegates, serving a second term
on its technology and communications committee. ... Sally Ann Zoll
(M.Ed., Ed.D. '90) is president and
chief operating officer of LearnStar,
an education technology provider.
She recently addressed 150 attendees
of Springboard Enterprises' Bootcamp
as a member of a panel focus ing on
identification of the key elements of
a growth business.

1977
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Steve Legomsky Q.D.) recently
was commissioned by the United
Natio ns High Commissioner for
Refugees co author a report on how
best co pcocecc refugees who pass
chcough several countries before
applying for protection. He is now
the Charl es Nagel Professor of
International and Comparative Law
at Washingto n University.

1979
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Ana (Espana) Espana-Reilly
(J.D. '82) is the supervising attorney
for the dependency section of the
San Diego County Department of
che Public Defender. She represen cs
abused and neglected children. She
and her husband have three children.
.. . James L. Hltzelberger, better
known at USD as "Birddog" or
"Dallas," recently opened the Law
Offices of James L. Hitzel berger in
Garland, Texas, specializing in personal injury cases.

r;J~~

Commission and in srace and federal
court. He is a member of the Scace
Bar of Montana, Federal Communications Bar Association, Organization
for the Promotion of Small Telecommunications Companies and Rocky
Mountain Telecommunications
Association.

1983
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Dr. Christopher Gualtieri has his
own practice, Chris J. Gualtieri, M.D.,
Eye Laser and Vision Center. He
lives in San Diego, and has served on
the USD alumni board since 2000.
He invites all 1983 graduates co their
20th homecoming reunion.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Michael Kenny (J .D.) recently was
appointed by California Gov. Gray
Davis co the Superior Court for
Sacramento County. Ac the time of
his appointment, Kenny was director
of che California Air Resources Board,
a position he has held for six years.

Rebecca Graham (J.D.) currently
is working on a master of science
degree in library and information science at the University of Illinois, and
expects co finish in May. She lives in
Anchorage, Alaska. . .. Katherine
(Shyu) Keeling (M.B.A.) had a solo
exhibit of 20 original paintings tided
"Brilliant Impressions" in March at
the Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. , library.
Her works included watercolor and
mixed media images of musicians,
spores, dance, flowers and landscapes.

1981

1984

1980s
1980
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Fo rmer scare Assemblywoman Tricia
Hunter owns her own company,
Government Relations Group, which
performs health care consulcing,
legislative advocacy and association
management. She also worked for
T he Flannery Group for five years as
a government advocate .... Anne
Marie McNicholl lives in La Mesa,
Calif., and has a 7-year-old daughter
and 5-year-old son.

Raymond Hart is the guidance
director of Licclerock High School in
Antelope Valley, Calif. In the fall, he
will leave co open the new Pete Knight
High School, the first new high school
in Antelope Valley in almost 10 years.
His e-mail is rharc@avhsd.org ....
Steve Neuhoff is director of development for his high school alma macer,
Jesuit College Preparatory School, in
Dallas. In May, he married Nancy
Elizabeth Weichsel, associate director
for the Baylor Hospital Foundation
in Dallas.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Craig Barkacs (J.D., M.B.A. '87),
associate professor in USD's School
of Business Administration, and wife
Linda Barkacs '93 (J.D.), instructor in USO's School ofBusiness Administration, spent January teaching in
USD's Business School Abroad program in Hong Kong and China. In
June, they will teach abroad in France.

19 82
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Ivan (Chuck) Evilsizer (J.D .) has
practiced law in Montana for 18
years, specializing in telecommunications and public utility regulation .
He represents small telephone companies and Internee providers in cases
before the Federal Communications
Commission, Montana Public Service

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Douglas Dexter (J.D.) switched
firms in October from O 'Melveny
& Myers co become chair of the
Employment Law Practice Group at
Farella, Braun + Marcel LLP in San
Francisco . ... Bob Gaglione (J.D .)
is managing partner of Gaglione,
Coleman & Greene, LLP, a civil litigation firm located in downtown San
Diego. He also hoses the "Independent
Counsel" radio show on KSDO AM
I 130. Recent guests on the show included actress Marilu Henner, conservation
advocate Joan Embrey and USD professors Pete Nunez and Mike Ramsey.
... Glenn H. Wechsler (J.D.)

heads the Law Offices of Glenn H.
Wechsler in Walnut Creek, Calif.,
and represents national financial
institutions and ride companies in
real property foreclosure related litigation. He has four daughters.

1985

Diversa Corp ... . Maj. Michael
Turley recently moved co Liccle
Rock, Ark. where he is the U.S. Air
Force's instructor for air mobility
liaison officers. He currently is
deployed in Afghanistan and will
return in May.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Jesus Bautista is volunteering in
Ecuador as an English teacher representing WorldTeach, a nonprofit
organization chat places volunteer
teachers in developing countries.
After completing the one-year stint,
he hopes co return co Boston co continue his human resources career. His
e-mail is jesusjbautisca@yahoo.com.
. . . Jim Bertrand works for a medical device company, Guidant, in
the Silicon Valley. He has three boys,
ages 6, 4 and 2, a dog, a fish and a
lizard. His family is active in spores
and its local church ... . Teresa
(Markey) Gomez is customer service manager for the revenue department of the City of Oceanside. She
and husband Victor live in Oceanside, Calif., with their children, Cody,
9, and Kelsie, 7, both of whom accend
Sc. Mary Scar of the Sea Elementary
School.

Kenneth A. Rutan (J.D.) is general counsel for KCM Capital, Inc. ,
and a manager of several hedge
funds, including the Jayhawk China
Fund (Cayman) Led. He lives in
San Diego with his wife of 18 years,
Diane Riley Rutan, who worked
in che patient advocacy program at
USD. He also coaches a girls' team
in the Starlings Volleyball Club .

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Henry W. Tom (LL.M.) is a certified tax law specialise practicing in
Phoenix with Chalpin & Tom, Led.
He is chairman of the tax section of
the Scace Bar of Arizona for 2002-03.

1986
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Jeff Cooke works at SAIC in San
Diego as a senior systems engineer.
... Marjorie (Showatter) Deck
works seasonally from her home for
USD's office of undergraduate admissions. She and husband Thomas are
raising three children. She says she is
"proud co be their full-rime mom ,
running from soccer game co riding
lesson co band concert." ... HIiary
Noskln received her Ph.D . in environmental biology from the University of New Mexico in 1999, and just
finished her first semester at the University of New Mexico Law School.
. . . Teresa Rodgers lives in Carlsbad,
Calif., and is an advertising account
executive for the Los Angeles Times.
She enjoys spending time with husband Rick and I I-year-old son Clarke,
as well as traveling and cycling....
Casey Tibbitts lives in San Diego
with wife Julie and 4-year-old triplets,
Sammi, Chris and Kacie. He works
in information technology with the

1987
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Anne (Doyle) Grey is chief operating officer of field and program
operations for the American Heare
Association's western states affiliate in
Los Angeles, and oversees operations
in California, Nevada and Utah. She
received her M .B.A. from Pepperdine
University and, with her husband,
adopted an English springer spaniel
named Bailey. . . . Julie O'Neil lives
in Bellevue, Wash ., with partner
Jack Shannon, car Camille and dog
Bailey. She works as a substitute
teacher for the Bellevue School
District, and is shooting coordinator
for Washington Outdoor Women.
She teaches hunter education for the
Washington state Department of
Fish and Wildlife, and scarred her
own dog training company called
O 'Neil's Lucky Puppy.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Miguel Smith (J.D.) recently was
appointed managing partner of
Solomon Ward Seidenwurm &
Smith, LLP. He has a real estate
transactional practice. He was married in 2000 and has two daughters,
ages 13 years and 10 months . ...
Helene J. Wasserman (J.D .) has
changed firms and now is with the
Los Angeles office of che Atlantabased firm Ford and Harrison. She
continues co represent employers in
labor and employment law matters .
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1988
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Greg Kraus received an M.B.A.

in finance from the University of
Oregon and a J .D. from Lewis and
Clark Northwestern School of Law.
He works for the privately held
Pamplin Communication in Portland,
Ore., as executive vice president and
general counsel. He and wife Kimberly
have two children, Miranda, 7, and
Jacob, 5. ... Denise Mathes, R.N. ,
lives in Westlake Village, Calif., where
she is a home-based clinical sire manager with rhe pharmaceutical company
Amgen. She earned a master of public health degree in June from the
University of California, Los Angeles,
School of Public Health .. .. Paul
Winters returned to the United
Stares afrer leaving his job in Australia.

1989
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Kevin Carlin is working in a sales
management position with Western
Dental in Orange, Calif. He and wife
Denise welcomed daughter Taylor
Nicole on Aug. 6, 2000. Kevin's
e-mail is kcarlin@westerndental .com.
.. . Alex Stamatakls reports that
he attended rhe bachelor party of
Tom Ryan ' 89 in Las Vegas. Also in
attendance were Paul Augustine
' 90, Mark E. Bale ' 90, Mark
Bellwood '90, Dan O'Connell '89,
James Rotta '89, Matt Smith '89,
and Mel John Underwood ' 90.

Anne (Demetrio) Downing lives
in Bellevue, Wash., with husband
Rob and two children, Jack, 3, and
Kate, 18 months. She is a professional recruiter who works in the hardware and software industry. ... Marine
Corps Capt. William Tracy Hamby
is rhe officer in charge of Dec. 2 Bulk
Fuel Company A in Bakersfield, Calif.
His unic was called into active duty in
January and deployed to Southwest
Asia in support of Operation Enduring Freedom . ... Kelly (England)
McElwain and husband Doug welcomed their first child, daughter
Taylor Anne, on Feb. 4, 2002. Kelly
is a stay-at-home mother. Her siscer,
Erin (England) Acosta ' 00 and
brocher-in-law Jeff are Taylor's godparents. The McElwains live in
Wellington, Fla .... Linda Oohansen)
Mullen (M.A. '92) married David
Mullen '91 (M.A .) in August
1998, and the couple have three children: Franklin, 3, Margarec, 2, and
Mary, 4 months.
GRADUATE AND Lf:.W SCHOOL ALUMNI

Jeffrey A. Snyder lives in Palo Alto,

Stamatakis and Rocca recently incorporated AST Holdings, LLC, a real
esrare firm in Las Vegas . ... Susanne
{Thiebach) Turner and husband
Walter Turner '86 are enjoying
life in San Diego with their three
sons, Mike, 8, Matt, 6, and Sam, 4.

Calif., with wife Jeanese and daughter Natalie, 5. He continues to work
as a shareholder in the Palo Alto
firm ofThoics, Love, Hershberger
& McLean, where he specializes in
employment law counseling and
business licigacion matters.

... Monica (Forrest) Wissuchek

1991

is living in Los Alamitos, Calif., with
husband D.J. and children Elaine, 6,
Forrest, 4, and Annette, l. She currently is on leave from her job as a
reading specialist to be a stay-athome mother.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMN I

Nicole Toesca (M.B.A.) is a self-

employed fine arts photographer
who had three works chosen from a
field of 500 national submissions for
the Washington, D.C., Touchstone
Gallery's 2003 National All-Media
Exhibition. For information, log on
to www.touchstonegalllery.com. She
also completed her fifth cross-country move and lives in Canyon Lake,
Calif.
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Gwen Braman lives and works in

Huntington Beach, Calif. She is vice
president of risk management for
nuVision Financial FCU . ... Navy
Lt. Cmdr. BIii Conway and wife
Le. Rose Conway ' 91 , both of
whom participated in the Navy
Reserve Officer Training Corps at
USO, report char Bill is a helicopter
pilot deployed on board che USS
Comtell.ation. He recently received
an award for a daring rescue of nine
members of a sunken boat in the
Arabian Gulf. ... Delia Esquivel
works at Harbor Elementary School
with the San Diego County Office of
Educacion, guiding students who are
temporarily residing at Father Joe's

St. Vincent de Paul Village. She
wrices, "Every day contin ues to be
as rewarding as the very first!" ...
Arnie Garcia manages residential
energy programs for both San Diego
Gas & Electric Co. and the Gas
Company afrer spending almost 10
years in the health care field . He lives
in rhe San Diego neighborhood of
Bay Park, near USO .... David G.
Hoiles is a litigation associate at
Jackson Lewis LLP, representing
management in employment-related
litigation. He and wife T heresa will
celebrate their fifrh wedding anniversary in June. The co uple live in
Westchester, Calif., and have a 1-yearold son, David .... Art La Flam me
currently commands a U.S. Army
intelligence unit based in Germany,
and has deployed his unic to the area
of operations of central command. He
wrices, "Strangely, it's a lor like (Ocean
Beach) , just without Roberto's."
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Robert Fagaly (M.B.A.) was

elecced a fellow by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
for his leadership in the development
of superconducting electronics .

1991
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Richard Alexander Caleel Q.D.

'96) is senior agent and general
cou nsel at Danner Dispoto and
Associates in Los Angeles, where he
manages and supervises ics morion
picture and television department.
... Joshua Graham Desilva

moved back to Maui, Hawaii, in 1996,
is director of marketing for Desrinacion Hawaii, Inc. and married Robyn
DeSilva in July 2000. In 1997, he
changed his last name back to char of
his biological father. .. . K,K. Harvey
lives in Denver, where she owns
and operates a landscape company.
During the offseason, she is a ski
instructor in Vail, Colo... . Alan
Lewis and wife Brandy (Smith)
Lewis '91 reside in Encinitas, Calif.
Alan is an independent contractor
with Hewlett Packard in Rancho
Bernardo, Calif., consulcing as an
information technology project manager for business applications. Brandy
works for Favrille, Inc. a scare-up
biotech company in La Jolla, Calif.,
as a senior manager of quality assurance . ... Erik Swain lives in Grear
Falls, Va., and is director of advertising stracegy for America Online,
where he has worked for more than
six years. He travels and surfs in
Mexico and the Carribean several

times a year. He is a Hall of Fame
member of USO lacrosse.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Bob " Babak" Kamangar (J.D)

opened a residential real estate brokerage company, Kaman Properties,
in Los Altos, Calif., afrer 10 years in
law and seven years in real estate brokerage. Bob says his firm is different
from ochers in the Silicon Valley in
its comprehensive approach to real
estate services.

1993
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Dolores Boily (M.S.N. '95) continues to teach community healch
nursing at Point Loma Nazarene
University. She also reaches the undergraduate health science class at USO
in the spring semester. .. . Brent
Hodges realized his dream and now
teaches mathematics at Notre Dame
College Preparatory School in
Scottsdale, Ariz. He also maintains
his CPA license and continues offering some tax, acco unting and financial planning services. He reports his
7-year-old son, T.J., recently sang
"God Bless America" to an audience
of more than 300 people during a
Sept. 11 memorial service .... Carl
Jubran completed a master of arts
degree in French li terature at NYU
in 1995, then in 2002 earned a doctorate in Spanish literature ar UCSD.
Carl is an assistant professor of
Spanish at USO in rhe department
of foreign languages and literatures.
He also is executive director of the
Guadalajara Summer Program and
editor of the scholarly journal

PRAESIDIUM: journal ofLatin
American and Cross-Cultural Studies,
published annually by USO. He has
published several articles on notions
of race, ethnicity and gender in
Spanish literature and culture, and
is writing a textbook on Spanish history and civilization .... Mandy
(Johnston) Murphy and husband
Tom Murphy were blessed with a
son, Ryan Thomas, on April 6, 2002.
The family lives in Rocklin, Calif.,
where Tom is a manager at Hewlett
Packard and Mandy is staying at
home . ... Ian "Will" Rafferty
currently is living in New York,
where he works as a producer for the
Fox News Channel. H is job keeps
him traveling often, including a trip
to Afghanistan last year. In January,
he planned to travel to the Middle
East to cover rhe conflict in Iraq . ...
Mishelle C. (Patty) Scragg

has lived in Guam fo r 10 years.

COMBINES
FARMING
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STEHLY STUDIED

0 BEAN ACCOUNTANT, BUTTHEWOULDBE BEAN COUNTER
NEVER EXPECTED
that oranges, lemons, grapefruits
and avocados would someday
become the fruits of his labors.
"I firmly believe in the jack of
all trades, master of none philosophy," says Stehly, a 1978 business graduate who owns an 80acre avocado and orange farm in
Valley Center, Calif. "I've learned
fa rming by doing it, reading and
sharing information, and I've
made every mistake there is at
least once."
Still, he must be doing somethi ng right. Stehly is not only a
fa rmer, but also a land steward
and an astute financial manager.
He and his wife, Lisa, operate a
full-service grove management
and pest control business.They
oversee 500 acres of avocado
and citrus groves for 40 other
growers in north San Diego
County, handling the fertilizing,
cultivating, spraying, harvesting
- and the bookkeeping.
"It helps to have an accounting background to understand
the financial component of it,''

says the 47-year-old Stehly, who
says farming is big business in San
Diego County, which has 5,925
farms and is among the nation 's
top 20 agricultural producers.
Although he intended to be
a tax accountant, Stehly fell into
farming after college and saw a
chance to bring his business acumen to bear on rows of trees,
rather than columns of figures .
"I worked for my dad to pay
off some of my debt after going
to USD,'' says Stehly, who eventually bought out his father's
share of the grove management
business. "It was supposed to be
short term, but it turned into
long term."
Stehly says farming today is
highly technical, but still unpredictable. He often sends soil sampies to labs for nutrient analysis,
he employs an entomologist to
look out for pests, and he currently is getting up to speed on
genetic engineering. Despite these
efforts, his crop is at the mercy
of market prices, weather, pests
and rising water costs.
But he has no regrets about
staying in the business.
"It's a desirable thing to do,''
he says, pointing to the bright

sunshine. "There are benefits to
being self-employed, and I see
more people getting into it here."
Unlike the rest of the nation,
where the trend is away from
small farms , Stehly says an
increasing number of people in
San Diego County choose farming as a second career. Behind
the romantic notions of cultivating the land, however, he points out
that the unexpected
can make the job a
volatile proposition.
These days, his
hands are full as the
county wrestles
with a Mexican fruit fly quarantine that covers more than I00
square miles and threatens an
estimated $75 million in crops.
Of the more than 50 host plants,
citrus and avocados are the most
susceptible to the female flies,
which lay eggs inside the fruits
and render them inedible.
"It affects everything we do,''
says Stehly, past president of the
San Diego County Farm Bureau
and the organization's 2002
Farmer of the Year. "We can't
pick our fruit until the quarantine is over."

Stehly says acreage belonging
to 15 of his client growers, and
all of his 80 acres, are at the
center of the infestation and
at the core of the quarantine .
Official word is that the quarantine, imposed in December 2002,
will end in September, but Stehly
says it could continue into 2004,
because more flies are being
found.
"It's pretty devastating,'' he says. "Will
it bankrupt us? No.
But we sure don't
want it to happen
two years in a row."
If he is not
allowed to harvest his crop,
Stehly says he's looking at a
worst-case scenario of losing
800,000 to 900,000 pounds of
avocados valued at $800,000.
But for now, he intends to ride
out the crisis and hope the situation turns around .
"Every day is different, every
crop season is different,'' he says.
"It's always exciting. If it ceases
to challenge me, then I would
change."
- Cecilia Chan
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She plans to move back to Arizona
in July 2003. She has two sons,
Anthony, 5, and Matthew, 4 ....
Susie (O'Donoghue) Valencia
wilJ be living with husband Bruce
and 1-year-old daughter Hannah
Grace in Hawaii for the next three
years. While Bruce flies for Japan
Airlines, she is raking a hiatus from
school counseling to be a scay-arhome mother.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Wendy N. Wutzke (M.B.A.) is
recencly married and has her own law
practice specializing in estate planning.
... Joanne Zipay (M.F.A.) lives with
her husband, Phil Hernandez, and
daughter Mariah in Gilbertsville, N .Y.
She has directed several productions,
including the first three installments
of Shakespeare's history cycle. She
reports char Phil acted in Les Miserables
on Broadway and Mariah began
kindergarten.
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Valerie Attisha lives in San Diego
and is director of scholarships at The
San Diego Foundation, where she
raises funds and oversees a scholarship program rhar sends 200 students
a year to college, some to USD . . ..
Scott Carr is founder and chief
executive officer of SaveWealth
Advisors, a financial services firm in
Carlsbad, Calif., The Wall Street
journal and the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants recently
profiled the company's Web sire,
www.savewealrh.com. He and fiancee
Heather recently moved to the
University Heights neighborhood of
San Diego with their two dogs ....
Todd Moutafian and his fiancee,
Ruthie Perry, live in San Francisco.
... Sarah (Newstead) Munroe is
living in Aclanta with husband Tad,
and is reaching fifth grade in Marietta
City, Ga. She reporrs hearing from
Andrea (Perea) Friedman '94
and David Friedman '94 . .. . Pete
Schoen moved back to Porcland,
Ore., with wife Jenifer in Spring
2000. In May 2001, twins Grant and
Grace were born. Pere reports char
the family's rime is "occupied with
lors of family and friends, outdoor
activities and traveling."
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Michael J. Brady (LL.M.) returned
after five years in Northern Ireland
with a Ph .D . in international human
rights law from the Queen's University
of Belfast and new bride Suzanne.
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He has opened a business consulting
office in Tucson, Ariz ... . Gayle
Frevert (M.S.N.) retired in August
2002 from the U.S. Navy Nurse
Corps after 26 years. She lives in
Bremerton, Wash., and works with
computers.

1995
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Pauline Pfohl had her second
daughter, Madelyn, in October 2001.
Pauline is a designer for Western Sign
Systems in San Marcos, Calif.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

John Doherty Q.D.) left AIDS
Legal Services, where he had been
directing attorney for five years, to
become district director for California
Assemblywoman Sally Lieber, who
represents the state's 22nd district.
. . . Alena Herranen (LL.M.)
maintains a solo law practice encompassing primarily business, contracts
and trademark law. She and her husband live in San Diego and have
three daughters ages 7, 5, and 2 .. . .
Catherine Kim-Rowlett Q.D.)
and husband Bobby Rowlett
Q.D.) had a baby daughter in March
2000, and have another 2-year-old
son, Nicholas. She reporrs rhar she
and her family recencly traveled to
Rarotonga, capital of the Cook
Islands, near New Zealand, and
Hawaii for two weeks .. .. Karen
Lintott Q.D.) is living in Santa
Cruz, Calif., and recencly opened her
own practice in civil lirigarion, with
an emphasis on surf law.
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Jon Betti lives in New York City
and is training with his family
business, H. Betti Industries. He
plans to return to the West Coast
chis spring to manage California
operations and to attend Loyola
Marymount University business
school. Before moving to New York,
he played with rhe band In Rare
Form. The band's debut CD is available at www.in-rare-form.net. His
e-mail is jpberri@berson.com ....
Leslie (Manuel) Magnotto lives
in Madrid, where she is pursuing a
graduate degree in Spanish literature
and culrure through Middlebury
College . . .. Tamara Tucker-Ham
(M.S.N. '97) bought a home, trains
horses and plans to compete in dressage in Del Mar, Calif., with her
horse, John. She reports char she
also gardens and is building a horse

facility with her husband. She says
her career in the health care field is
"advancing beautifully thanks to my
excellent education obtained at USD. "
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Larry Perez (M.Ed.) directs rhe
residence life program at Stevens
Institute ofTechnology in Hoboken,
N.]., and has a view of the New York
skyline. He reporrs he's happy to
return to his New York roots. His email is LPerez@srevens-tech.edu ....
J. Alan Warfield Q.D.) was awarded Public Counsel's Advocate of the
Year Award in 2002. He was one of
15 lawyers to receive the honor for
each of the six projects sponsored by
Public Counsel, the nation's largest
public interest law firm. He also is in
the final approval stage for becoming
a certified specialist in appelJare law.
He is a senior associate at Haight,
Brown & Bonesteel, L.L.P. , in Los
Angeles. He's married and lives in
Whittier, Calif.
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Mark Adams works as a chemist at
Ligand Pharmaceuticals in La Jolla,
Calif., and sings and plays guitar in a
punk/ska band called Big Reward.
The band's Web sire is www.bigreward.net . .. . Sonia Arraut
worked in California for five years in
supply chain management in the
aerospace, telecommunications and
entertainment industries. She moved
back to her hometown of Miami,
and works for Sony Electronics as a
sales logistics coordinator for Larin
America and the United Scares. She
is working toward an M.B.A. specializing in international business at the
University of Miami .. .. Cari
(Noble) Blackmore is married to
husband Ryan, and is staying at
home to raise the couple's three boys,
Reid, 6, Max, 3, and Miles, 1. ...
U.S. Navy Lr. Daniel Cobian completed his master of science degree in
management from the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey,
Calif. He and wife Lilian (Mamou)
Cobian will return to San Diego by
rhe end of 2003 because Daniel has
received orders to a ship stationed
there . .. . Ashley (Adolph)
Farrell lives in downtown Chicago.
She works for United Parcel Service
as a campus relations representative
and employment specialise. .. .
Susan Kendall is scarring her second year at Santa Clara University,
where she is pursuing an M.B.A.

degree .. . . Michelle (Stoelker)
Lo Cascio and husband Steve live in
Del Mar, Calif., where Michelle is a
marketing communications manager
for Nuera Communications, a hightech telecommunications company.
Steve got his M .B.A. from University
of Redlands in 2001, and is a business development manager for AIG
Insurance .... Luis Massieu is executive search director of Bilingua!Pro,
a search firm specializing in recruiting and placing English-speaking
professionals fluent in one or more
languages .. .. Rosalba Puentes
works at Raytheon IDS in San Diego
as a technical software lead ... .
Michael Viola is in rhe first two
years of an M.B.A. program at the
University of Notre Dame where his
wife, Jennifer (Ross) Viola, is
working toward her doctorare in cell
and molecular biology.. . . Dr. Mark
Woodbridge completed a family
practice internship at the Naval
Hospira! ar Camp Pendleton, Calif.,
and serves as a general medical officer for Marines based at the camp.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Lynne Baker Q.D.) recently was
named a General Services
Administration Construction Peer in
the GSA's national Design and
Construction Excellence Program .
She also was named to the San
Diego Association of Governments'
Regional Comprehensive Plan
Stakeholder Working Group. She
represents Endangered Habitats
League in land use, environmental
and transportation planning matters.
She lives in Poway, Calif., with husband Ken and sons Matthew, 11,
Joeshua, 8, and Daniel, 3 . . .. Geoff
Given Q.D., LL.M. '98) and wife
Synthia moved to Pacific Palisades,
Calif. Geoff has joined his family's
CPA practice, Given and Co., in
Santa Monica, Calif., and serves
individual clients in the areas of
income tax, estate planning and trust
administration .. . . Evelyn Labun
(D.N.Sc.) teaches mental care and
crosscultural care at the University of
North Dakota. Previously, she retired
from Red River College where she
taught for 28 years. She will teach in
a master's program and the doctorate
program starring this summer. She
continues to research the meaning
of health for Punjabi Sikh and Sto:lo
First Nations peoples in Canada.
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Hubbard moved to Tampa, Fla. , to
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work for U.S. Central Command .. ..

SAN DIEGO

Ciaran Clayton joined Wi reck-

Jaime Krupnick wo rks in Los

Com bs Comm unicati ons, a strategic
communications, marketi ng and
public affairs fi rm, as a com muni cations associate. Previously, she was
assistan t account executive wi th
PR2 1, a high-tech public relations
fi rm in San Francisco . .. . Chris Del
Santo has com pleted his first year
with the Boston Beer Co. and is
worki ng his way to a district manager
position wi th the co mpany in Northern California. ... Shanna Guzman
traveled in New Zealand after graduati on, and lives in Santa Cruz, Calif.,
where she is in her thi rd year of graduate school in traditional Chinese
medici ne. She plans to practice
acupuncture, and hopes to help athletes wi th spores injuries and perfo rmance .... After being married
July 8, 2000, in Founders Chapel ,
Brett and Nicole (Lamperis)
Hanley now live in Encinitas, Calif.
where Brett is vice president of sales
and marketing fo r Solatube Global
Marketing Inc. and Nicole is a fi rstgrade teacher at Mo rning Creek
Elementary School in Poway.. ..
Rachel (Kowardy) Ireland and
husband Justi n live in Palo Alto, Calif. ,
where she is in the fi rst year of a pediatrics residency.. .. Jon McMullen
won rookie of the year honors for his
franch ise of Snap-O n Tools, and won
the annual sales contest for 2002. He
wishes co ntin ued success "to all those
who put their mi nds to greatness."
. . . Kevin Rodgers lives in Allston,
Mass., and is in the first year of a
two-year M.B.A. and M.S. in Information Science program at Boston
Universiry. He is fo under and president of the MBA Sports Management
Association at Boston University....
Mark Spalding is regional manager
fo r Medical Dynam ics and lives in
San Francisco.

Angeles at Sony Pictu res Television
as coordi nator of special events and
special projects. ... Carly Naeve
is awaiting acceptance to graduate
school to earn a master's degree in
fo rensic psychology, while fiance
Reuben Reich '99 is worki ng
toward medical school. ... Brian D.
Richardson received his J.D. degree
fro m T homas Jefferson School of
Law in 2002, and planned to take
the bar exam in February. He writes,
"When I'm not studying, I'm either
working at GEICO, watchi ng the
Chargers lose, hanging out with
frie nds or sleeping." ... Brian
Rosario continues to coach women's
basketball at Cumberland College in
Kentucky. He recently was asked to
be the fi rst assistant for the program,
which in Jan uary was ranked 20th
in the co untry in its division. He is
earning a master's degree in business
education and hopes to receive the
degree in 2005.

MAY l • Author E. Hughes Career Achievement Awards
For details, see story on page 9. Call (619) 260-4819.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

N icol Schroemgens (LL. M.)
works in the Hamburg office of the
German law fi rm Eisenfue hr, Speiser
& Parmer. The firm special izes in
intellectual properry law and lice nsing. Nicol's e- mail is nschroemgens@
hotmail.com.
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Mia E. Harney works fo r Cozen
O'Connor in San Diego .... Suzanne
(Thomas) Hauserman lives with

husband Mark in Denver. with her
two children. ... Navy Lr. j.g. Mike

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Matthew Guerrero Q.D.) is a
co ntract public defender fo r the
Coun ty of San Luis Obispo. Fiancee
Cynthia Valenzuela Q.D.) works
at Valenzuela and Associates .. ..
Kevin McPhee Q.D. , M. B.A. '00)
is a real estate atto rney fo r Jack in
the Box, Inc. and fiancee Seda Evls
'00 (M. B.A.) is a supply chain manager fo r Cymer, Inc. Both wo rk in
San Diego .

2000

ORANGE COUNTY
MAY 8 • Orange County Happy Hour
Join fellow alumni from the Orange County region at BJ's Restaurant
and Brewery, 16060 Beach Blvd., Huntington Beach. (714) 842-9242. $5.
RSVP by May 6 online at https://eventreg.sandiego.edu/index.dm.
JUNE 28 • Orange County Baseball Outing

Anaheim Angels vs. Los Angeles Dodgers. 5:30 p.m. reception,
7 p.m. game. $23, includes game ticket and appetizers at JT Schmid's,
2610 E. KatellaAve.,Anaheim. (714) 634-9200. RSVP online at
https://eventreg.sandiego.edu/index.cfm.

SAN FRANCISCO
MAY 17 • San Francisco Baseball Outing
San Francisco Giants vs. New York Mets. I I :30 a.m. reception, I p.m.
game. $30, includes game ticket and food at Gordon Biersch Brewery,
2 Harrison St. RSVP online at https://eventreg.sandiego.edu/index.cfm.

shows like "Entertainment Tonight,"
"Dr. Phil," "Real TV" and "Judge
Judy."
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMN I

Bradley Heller (LL.M.) works as a

tax co unsel for the California Franchise Tax Board in Sacramento, and is
the lead technical counsel fo r issues
regarding Califo rnia's taxation of
estates and trusts, corporations and
partnerships.

2001
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Paula Chapman is a resident min-

ister fo r Un iversity Ministry at US D.
She enj oys wo rking with the freshman women of Camino/Founders to
create a commun iry of faith, service
and friendship. She also works full time for Elan Pharmaceuticals in
the Global New Produce Planning
Department... . Lindsey Jesch is
operations director at Burr White
Realry, a real estate/properry management company in Newport Beach,
Calif. She lives in Tustin, Calif.
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John Curtin reporrs he is in his

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMN I

fi nal year of law school and plans to
practice at a law fi rm in Cleveland,
Ohio.... Sara Machtolf earned
a master's degree in teaching at
Whi tworth College and is in her second year of teaching at Beaverton
High School in Beaverton, Ore....
Kelly San Martin lives in Bonita,
Calif., and works in the co mm uniry
and economic development department fo r the City of San Diego .. ..
Thomas Tarantino is working as
the assistant to the senior vice president of creative affairs for Paramount
Pictures Television, which produces

Carol Dyson works at a real estate

mortgage company and is earning a
master's degree in busi ness management at National Universiry.. ..
Shaun Flater is a marine biologist
with the Ciry of San Diego, researching sources of bacterial pollution within Miss ion Bay. Shaun plans to attend
graduate school at SDSU in Fall 2004
and earn a master's degree in public
health and environ mental heal th .. ..
U.S. Navy Ensign Lawrence C.
Linscott was commissioned to his
current rank after co mpleti ng Aviation
Officer Candidate School at Naval

Ai r Station, Pensacola, Fla. There, he
received intensive trai ning in naval
warfare, seamanship, navigation,
engineering, naval leadership, naval
history, military indoctrination and
physical fimess .... Anne Marie
Petersen is a news writer fo r San
Diego television station KUS!.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUM NI

Beat Ammann (M. B.A.) recently
was elected di rector for the recently
privatized and thi rd largest water
treatment facili ty in Switzerland.

~ · II
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lit Marriages
~ -~· ~
Carol Brennan

•as

(M.Ed. '87)

married Louie Ferrera, a first-grade
teacher, in June. In Fall 2002, Carol
became a full inclusion specialist in
the Piner-Oliver School District in
Sonoma Co un ty, Calif. She oversees
programs fo r severely handicapped
students in regular education classrooms.... Anne Hansen '86 married Chris Czaban on Sept. 21 at
St. Anne's Catholic Chu rch in Seal
Beach, Cali f. Anne is an insurance
adj uster and Chris is a manufacturer's
representative and a basketball coach
for Los Alamitos High School. They
just bought a home in Anaheim Hills,
Cali f.... Vickie Minardi '87 married Matthew DeArmey '9S (J.D.
'98) in Founders Chapel on May 11 .
Former USD chaplain Father Owen
Mullen Aew in fro m Hawaii to
perfo rm the weddi ng. T he couple
met at a US O alumn i outi ng to a
San Francisco Giants game through
SPR I NG 2 00 3
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Amy Beck '95 (M,B.A. '98).

T he co uple has since moved to
Orange County, Calif Vickie works
with Adecco Employment Services,
as a national account director, and
Matt has started his own law practice
in Santa Ana, Calif ... Cathy Dox
'88 was married on April 13, 2002,
to Mark Friedrich in San Francisco.
The couple live in the San Francisco
Bay area where Cathy is a pediatric
occupational therapist. ... Francene
Engel '91 married Christopher
Pappacena on June 15. Francene
recently was a visiting assistant professor in the political science department at the University of Michigan.
... Veronica Lugo '91 and James
I. McKnight were married Oct. 5
in Founders Chapel. Veronica is an
import specialist with the U.S.
Customs Service, and James is a fuel
specialist for the U.S. Navy. The couple live in San Diego.. .. Kristina
Ost '92 was married Oct. 6, 2002
in Kenmare, Ireland. Kristina and
her husband live in San Diego. She
works at Childrens Hospital in San
Diego as a pediatric oncology and
bone marrow transplant registered
nurse .... Rosabeth Casillas '93
married Jacob DeLaRosa on May 4,
2002, in Founders Chapel. The couple reside in Atlanta, where Rosabech
does event planning and promotions
for Univision television and Jacob is
a cardiothoracic surgeon at Emory
University.... Marianne Stahl '93
married Robert Elliott in November
2002 at the Chart Ho use in Dana
Point, Calif. The couple honeymooned
in Tahiti, and live in Orange Coun ty,
Calif In May 2002, Marianne
received her M.B.A. from the University of Notre Dame, and works for
Honeywell International in Torrance,
Calif.... J.D. Black '94 married
Toby Jane Resnick on Sept. 14 at
Founders ChapeL Father J .J. O'Leary
performed the service. Members of
the wedding parry included Mark
Daquipa '94, Mark Scelfo '94

and Ryan Stow '94. The couple
live in Burbank, Calif, where J.D. is
director of integrated marketing for
Sony Pictures Digital Entertainment
and pursues acting. Toby Jane is in
the merchandising department at
Universal Studios Home Video ....
Michael Freehill '94 played profess ional baseball for the Anaheim
Angels and Texas Rangers organizations for eight years, and is in his second year of medical school at Tulane
University. He was married in March
to Karein Donahue whom he met in
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New Orleans ... . Erika Valerio '94
married Tucker Harrington on Jan.
4. Erika is a law student at USO and
met Tucker while working as a paralegal in the Bay area. Tucker is a systems analyst for Apple Computer in
Cupertino, Calif Attendants included Holly Alexander '94 and Pam
Putian '94 . ... Lyndell Werling
'94 married Andris Vitols on Aug. 31
at Our Lady of the Rosary Church in
San Diego. The couple live in Newport
Beach, Calif ... Meg Ganchan '95
married Randall Jack, an obstetrician/
gynecologist, on Aug. 24. The couple
live in Oklahoma Ciry, where ana
Meg is a third-year medical student.
... Laurie Magovern '95 married
Billy Thiebauc in 2002. Laurie received
a master of arts degree in cheater
education from the University of New
Mexico, and lives in Washington,
D.C., where she will be director of
education for Arena Stage as of June
2003 .... Amy McMahon '9S

married David Kopp on Aug. 17 at
St. Dominic's Ch urch in San Francisco.
The couple live in San Francisco,
where they are remodeling a
Victorian-era house . ... Christina
Theiss '9S married Michael Calhoun
on Oct. 5 in Founders Chapel.
The couple live in San Diego, and
Christina is a produce manager for
Advanced Marketing Services while
Michael owns his own architecture
firm .... Matthew Young '95
(B.B,A. '96) married Jacy LideU on
May 26 in Minnesota. Father Barry
Vinyard presided. The co uple honeymooned in Italy, and bought a new
home in Orange Coun ty, Calif In
2002, he took a new job with Sony
Pictures (Columbia/Triscar) Entertainment as a publicise in its film
division .... Bronwyn Billings '96
(J.D.) and Scott Savary '94 (J.D.)
were married Sepe. 28 at The
Immaculaca. USO Law School graduates in the wedding were Thomas
Knudsen '94 (J.D.), William
Nelson '95 (J.D.), Kimberly
McIntyre '96 (J.D.) and Andrea
Selvidge '96 (J.D.) . ... John
Feher '96 married Zoe Glasser in

July at a winery in Temecula, Calif.
John is an attorney in an Escondido,
Calif , litigation firm, and Zoe is a
recruiter for a staffing agency. The
couple live in the Ocean Beach neighborhood of San Diego, and John is
an "obsessive/compulsive criachlece."
... Elizabeth Hamm ' 96 wed Kirk
Ran ta on Aug. 24 .... Kimberly
Johnson '96 married Michael
Ramirez on Oct. 20 in Palos Verdes,

Calif The couple met while earni ng
their M.B.A. degrees at Pepperdine
University. Both work for Budweiser
as controller/corporate relations
director and sales manager, respectively.... Maria Murphy '96 married Jim Delaney '00 (J.D.) in
San Francisco on Nov. 2. T hey live
in suburban Chicago. Maria is pursuing a master's degree in social work
at Loyola University while working
at a junior high school, and Jim is a
parent attorney... . Katy Pal men
'96 married Dan Gryboski, an old
high school friend, in July. Kacy is
finishing her master's degree in
instruction and curriculum at the
University of Colorado, Boulder. She
plans to teach middle school mathematics in the Denver area .... Alice
Bettencourt '97 married Tavis
Hanna in Northern California on
July 20. The couple live in Denver.
.. . Nick Constantino '97 married wife Rebecca in New York City
on 0cc. 26. The couple now live in
Pasadena, Calif Nick is in post production on his first feature film, and
is beginning work on his second. He
contin ues to work toward an M.B.A.
from Pepperdine University. ...
Kevin Darr '97 married Micaela
Spencer on June 29 at Founders
Chapel. Kevin is a guidance counselor ac Bishop Alemany High School
in Mission Hills, Calif , and Micaela
teaches Spanish in the Arcadia Unified
School District. ... Nicole Ramos
'97 and Christo pher Kempka were
married at Kaheki li Beach in Maui,
Hawaii: The maid of honor was
Susan A. Callahan '97. The couple honeymooned on Maui, Oah'u
and Kauai. Nicole is an associate
producer of bananarepubl ic.com for
Gap Inc.... Evan Hlavacek '98
and Jennie Jacobson '99 were
married Nov. 2 in Julian, Calif Attendants included Jeremy Gonzalez
'99 , Del Marisa Sperduti '99 ,
Michelle Morin •oo and Gina
Borba '01. T he couple live in San

Diego and Indianapolis where Evan
is a defensive back for the Indiana
Firebirds in the Arena Football
League.... Melissa Jaycox '98
married Armando Lopez on Nov. 16
in Founders Chapel. They honeymooned in Maui in January 2003.
The couple live in San Diego ....
Cathi Schwartz '98 and Roberto
Reyes '97 were wed in July in
Founders Chapel. Roberto works for
Baxter Bioscience, and Cathi is starting her own business. Cathi graduated from Pepperdine University with

an M.B.A. lase April, and Roberto
received his M.B.A. in December....
Sarah Sinclair '98 married Ryan
Waters on Dec. 1 in Kona, Hawaii.
... Abby Horrocks '99 married
Jared Preston on July 20 in
Sacramento, Calif They live in La
Verne, Calif ... Carisa Ward '99
(M.B,A. '02) married Paul Azzi on
Sepe. 7, 2002 ... . Tony Glenn '00
and Sarah Cook '00 were married
Oct. 12 in Sacramento, Calif
Included in the wedding parry were
Paul Adler '00, Erin Elexis '00,
Jill Hepp '00, and Christy
Owens '00 . ... Jen Wright '00

married Aram Maravillas on July 27
at the Peninsula Golf and Country
Club in San Mateo, Calif Jen is an
event and wedding planner, and
Aram is a firefighter in San Francisco.
... Elizabeth West '01 married
Bryan Weatherup '99 on 0cc.
19 in San Diego. The co uple live in
Corpus Christi, Texas, where Bryan
is in pilot training for the U.S. Navy,
and Elizabeth works fo r AEP Central
Power and Light.

Betsy Myers '82 and husband

Rob Keller welcomed daughter
Madison in August. ... Bill Hogan
'84 and wife Michelle announced
the birch of their son, Nick Andrew,
on Nov. 8. Daughter Haley is 5 years
old and the fami ly lives in Carmel,
Calif ... Jack Kelly '87, USD's
director of al umni relations, and Sue
(Ventimiglia) Kelly '89, a career
counselor at USO, welcomed their
first child, Gianna Elizabeth, on
Jan. 4.... Greg Moll '88 and wife
Lori an nounced che birth of their
fourth child, Callyn "Callie" Crosby
Moll, born 0cc. 2. Callyn joins sisters Maile, 4, and Maran, 21 months,
and brother Hayden, 21 months.
The family lives in Mercer Island,
Wash. Greg is in his fourt h year at
ClearPoint as an employee benefit
consulranc. .. . Shelly (McAdoo)
Ratcliff '87 and husband Charlie
were blessed with their third child,
Ryan Charles, on 0cc. 25. Ryan joins
big sisters Colleen, 6, and Katie, 2.
... Sheila (White) Olander '88

and husband Curt were blessed with
the birch of their firs t child, Nicholas
Francis, June 19. The fami ly lives

in Carlsbad, Calif. ... Jennifer
(Jacobs) Deming '89 and husband
Sean are che proud parents of Liam
Jacobs Deming, born May 24. The
family is living in San Francisco.
Jennifer left her position as supervising social worker at Aspira Foster &
Family Services co stay at home with
Liam .... Pat McNeany '89 and
wife Kim celebrated the birch of their
second child, Dylan James, on Jan.
31. Dylan joins brother Patrick Jr., 4.
The family resides in Windsor, Calif.
... Erin (Humphreys) Eskew '90

and husband Brent announced the
birch of their daughter, Jordan, on
Aug. 15 in Fore Collins, Colo., where
the fam ily lives. Erin is a stay-at-home
mother. .. . Stacey (Gruenewald)
H alebsky '90 (M.Ed. '91 ) , husband Bret and big brother Brandon, 3,
welcomed a baby daughter, Danielle
Abigail, into thei r family in July. ...
A my (Marshall) Hamer '90
( M,Ed. '91) and husband Mark are

proud co announce che arrival of
their daughter, Olivia Kathryn, on
July 2. The family lives in Tucson,
Ariz., with their rwo dogs, M.]. and
Hoover... . Robb Hammond '90
and wife Linda had their second
baby girl, Anna Elizabeth Lilian, on
Nov. 24. The co uple's elder daughter,
Emma Karolina Anne, is 2 years old.
. .. Peter Neill '90 and wife Nina
celebrated che birch of son Benjamin
on Aug. 21. Benjamin joins brother
Phili p, 2½, and sister Jordan, 9. The
fam ily lives in Woodinville, Wash.,
where Peter wo rks for AT&T Wireless
as executive director of nerwork engineering. Nina is a stay-at-home mother.
.. . Suzy (Farney) Green '91 and
husband Erik had a baby girl named
Makenna Katherine on June 26. The
family resides in Riverside, Calif. ,
where Suzy is district manager of the
Merit Companies, a property management firm, in Temecula, Cal if. ...
Jason Morris '91 and wife Paulina
celebrated the birch of their second
son, Mateo Anthony Morris. Jaso n is
a partner at che land use, zoning and
water law firm of Withey, Anderson
& Morris in Phoenix, and Paulina is
caking a break from her health care
law practice co stay at home with the
couple's rwo so ns. ... Abe '91 and
A strid (Kamberg) '91 (M.A.
' 94) Salen have rwo new additions

co their family, Adam Henry and
Annemarie Danielle, born Dec. 19.
Adam and Annemarie join big sister
Ashley co com piece the fam ily.. ..
Edward Bahny '92 and wife Janna
were blessed with their first child,

Jessica Rose, on Aug. 28. The family
resides in Hermosa Beach, Calif. ...
Charlie '92 and Melanie (Cramer)
'96 Bush had their second child,
Nicholas Charles, on May 22 . ...
Rosemary Malcolm '92 and her
husband, Kenneth Gi lbert, welcomed
their first child, Natalie Marguerite,
on April 26. The family moved from
Pensacola, Fla., where Rosemary was
a magazine editor, co Puerto Rico,
where her husband flies for the U.S.
Navy.. .. Jerry Morris '92 and
wife Lisa welcomed their second child,
Camden Walker. T he family lives in
San Diego where Jerry is the founder
and president of NextLevel Internet.
... Stacey (Wall) Nakahara '92

and husband Larry celebrated the
birch of their second daughter, Sarah
Rose, on July 31. Sarah joins big sister Emma, 2½.. .. Joe O'Rourke
'92 and wife Ashley had daughter
Madison Jean on Oct. 4 . .. . Yuri
(Ohata) Yujobo '93 and husband
Naoh isa had a son, Tyler, on Dec. 4.
The couple moved in 2000 co Mountain View, Calif. , where she teaches
English as a second language co children. She previously wo rked as an
interculcural trainer at Fuji Xerox in
Japan, and received a master's degree
in education at the Temple University
Japan campus... . Loryn Johnson
'94, manager of marketing and
development for USD's dining services, and Gary Clapp were blessed
wirh their first child, Hannah Lily,
on June 23 . ... Dawn GibbonsMcWayne '94 and husband Kevin
Mcwayne '93 anno unced the birch
of their son, Connor, on Nov. 5. .. .
Sara (Tangeman) Adams '9S

and her husband, Michael, had a son,
Jack Anthony, on June 26 .... Rusty
Dehorn '9S and wife Tonya welcomed their first baby, Carso n Joey, in
September. Rusty is a technical trainer for Nerwork Appliance, Inc. in
Sunnyvale, Calif. T he family lives in
Los Gatos, Calif. ... Terra (Whiting)
'9S and Patrick '9S James had
son Ryan Matthew on Oct. 5... .
Jeff '9S and Teresa (Waters) '9S
Jones were blessed with the birch of
their second daughter, Ashley Dawn,
on Nov. 9. Ashley joi ns 2-year-old
sister Sara at home in the San Diego
neighborhood ofTierrasanta ....
Eileen (Peaper) Krock '9S
(M,Ed. '96) gave birch co Connor

Joseph Krock on Oct. 1. Eileen and
husband Joe recently celebrated their
fifth anniversary and live in Torrance,
Calif. .. . Rebecca Mangual '9S
and Ryan Burkeen, who attended

USO from 1992 co 1994, celebrated
the birch of their new daughter,
Haleigh, on Oct. 13. T heir elder
daughter, Alexandra, was born in
2000. Rebecca is a teacher and Ryan
is a police officer in Oregon . ...
Kristen (Salvato) Helsel '96

and husband James were blessed with
their first baby, a boy named Josten
Paul, in June. The family lives in San
Clemence, Calif. ... Lisa (Martinez)
Stehle '96 and husband Michael
Stehle '96 had d1eir seco nd daughter, Grace Elisabeth, on Aug. 27.
Michael is in che U.S. Marine Corps
stationed at Marine Barracks, Washington, D.C. ... Sarah (Thompson)
Thompson '96 and husband Bill
were blessed with baby girl Gwenych
on Sepe. 29. Saral1 is a third-grade
teacher in Tustin, Calif. ... Arlene
(Ferrer) King '97 and husband
Anthony had their first child in
December.... Dr. Leopoldo
Valdivia '97 and wife Jennifer were
blessed with the birch of their triplets
- Dedan David, Quinn Maritza
Lorraine and Maximillian Leopoldo
- born on Sept. 28 in Fresno, Calif.
They are the couple's first children.
... Louise Vance '97 (M.B.A.)

and husband Rob welcomed daughter Colette Jeanette on Sept. 22.
Colette's grandfather is Robert
Melbourne '92 (M.A.). Louise is
a business manager for Merck and
Co. in the San Francisco Bay area.
... Salvatore Navarra '98 and
wife Jennifer welcomed Anthony
Giovanni on July 5. Salvatore is a
California Highway Patrol officer in
Los Angeles County. The family lives
in Orange County, Calif., but hopes
co move back co San Diego soon .. ..
Joyce Peterson (M.S.N. '99)

and husband Marc Rzepczynski
welcomed their second daughter,
Elizabeth Lea, in August. Elizabeth
joins Kacie, 2, at home in Monterey,
Calif.

In Memoriam
Attila A. Betyar '92 died Feb. 2.

He was 39 years old . To benefit che
fucure education of his children,
Jennie and Al, contributions may
be made co The Attila A. Betyar
Ch ildren's Trust, c/o Dowling and
Yahnke, 11988 El Camino Real,
Suire 320, San Diego, CA, 92 130. A
tax-deductible donation, beneficing
athletic programs for the youth in
North San Diego County, may be
made co the Attila A. Betyar Athletic
Fund, c/o The Coastal Comm unity
Foundation, P.O. Box 230415,
Encinitas, CA, 92023-0415.
Sister Annette J. Bourret, USD
adm issions director from 1970 co
1989, passed away in January in
Menlo Park, Cal if., after a long bout
with cancer. She was 87. A long-time
reacher and principal, Bourret arrived
on camp us in 1966 as a financial aid
director at the San Diego College for
Women before ic merged with the
San Diego College for Men and
became USD. She served as director
of undergraduate admissions from
1970 co 1980, and as director of
graduate admissions from 1980 co
1989. Memorial contributions may
be made co Religious of the Sacred
Heare, Oakwood, 140 Valparaiso
Ave., Atherton, CA, 94027.
Maj . John M. Walsh '00
(M,B,A,) was killed Jan. 22 while
flying a night surveillance mission in
Texas. He was 36. Walsh was one of
four Marine Corps reservists who
died when rwo Cobra helicopters
collided while helping che U.S.
Border Patrol in a counter-drug
operation. Donations in Walsh's
name may be sent co the John
Ronchetto Memorial Scholarship
Fund in care of Chris Redo, assistant
dean of external relations, USO
School of Business Administration.

TELL US ABOUT IT
Send class notes co one of the following addresses,
and we'll get it in USD Magazine as soon as possible.
Class notes are edited for space. Only wedding and
birth information, not engagements or pregnancies,
will be published.
E-mail: classnotes@sandiego.edu
Web site: www.sandiego.edu/publications
U.S. Mail: USD Magazine Publications Office
University of San Diego
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 921 I0
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IN YOUR OWN WORDS

Found at Sea
Senior Liz Biebl expected the Semester at Sea program to
provide her with the voyage ofa lifetime, but she didn't know
how radically the journey would change her life. Here she tells
how a three-month trip forever altered her view of the world.
amily vacations had given me a traveler's glimpse of the globe,
but I didn't realize as I stood aboard the S.S. Universe Explorer,
waved goodbye and set sail on a floating university, that chis trip
would reveal the real world.
I wasn't sure what to expect as I headed to Cuba, Brazil, South
Africa, Mauritius, India, Singapore, Vietnam, China and Japan,
as part of the Semester at Sea program. As it turned out, I learned
more, after three months of being thrust into one culture after
another, than I had after nearly four years of college.
Inequalities were presented before me in a new and much more
personal light. I experienced people, places, and emotions that I
never would have fully understood otherwise, and the worldwide
effects of political unrest, religious
struggles, globalization and lack
of resources for development became
disturbingly evident.
The Institute for Shipboard
Education has offered the Semester at
Sea program for more than 25 years,
and currently is affiliated with the
University of Pittsburgh. Semester at
Sea offers 100-day voyages in the
spring and the fall, as well as a 60-day
voyage in the summer. Standard college-level classes are conducted at sea,
no matter how much the ship is rocking, and field programs often are inteI experienced people,
grated into the coursework.
places, and emotions
We left from the Bahamas, and the
S.S.
Universe Explorer first sailed to
that I never would
Havana, Cuba. In port, I felt as
have fully understood though I had stepped back in rime,
with the seemingly ancient architecotherwise ...
ture and old American cars lining the
streets. The people I met were just as amazing. Many of them were
extremely poor, bur they also were some of the friendliest people I
have ever met. Students from the University of H avana proudly
showed us the city's sights. They were students just like me, but it
was obvious their daily reality was much different from mine.
After I spent a few days in Varadero Beach, just a few hours outside of Havana, the entire shipboard community was invited to meet
with Fidel Castro ... and to listen to him speak for five hours!
When we stopped in India, I didn't need even five minutes to realize I was in for the most astounding port on the itinerary. The population in India hovers somewhere around the I-billion mark, and the
people occupy an area chat is roughly one-third the size of the United
States. It seemed like most of chem were surrounding me as I took
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my first steps outside the port area in Chennai and was bombarded
from all sides by shouting vendors and taxi drivers.
The overwhelming feeling was amplified by trips outside Chennai.
The everyday sights, smells and sounds of India abruptly awakened
both mind and senses. There is an unequivocal beauty in the Taj
Mahal and che Ganges River, but there is also the gloom and sadness
of lepers and small children sleeping amid piles of trash on roads.
I was filled with chat same assortment of emotions in every country I visited. There is no doubt in my mind that many of the people
I encountered live with some happiness in their lives, despite facing
scruggles chat seem absolutely humiliating and intolerable in the
western world. This cannot be true for everyone, though. Many of
these people must recognize the huge disparity between rich and
poor. But do they know the extent of it? And what can we, and they,
do about it?
Semester at Sea allowed me to trek through the Amazon, to
explore the southern tip of Africa, and to hike along the Great Wall
of China. But most important, I was able to see contrasts in the
world chat often are overshadowed by natural and manmade beauty.
Few people in chis world have the privilege of tasting bits and pieces
of lives so different from their own, and then returning to the comfortable life they left behind. I never felt that I cook my lifestyle for
granted before, but now I find myself regularly questioning why and
how the people of the world exist among such sharp contrasts. I now
feel chat I'm part of a small, fortunate group of people who have been
allowed co see another side of life.

Jfyou would like to share an experience '1n Your Own Words,"
please contact us for guidelines first: e-mail mhaskins@sandiego.edu
or cat! Mike Haskins at (619) 260-4684.
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For a complete listing, log on to www.sandiego.edu. For athletics, log on to www.usdtoreros.com.

Event Management Certificate

APRIL

"Career Opportunities in Event Management."
6-7 p.m., Manchester Executive Conference Center.
Free. Call (619) 260-5986.

USD Choral Scholars Concert
"Those Great Bs!" Music by Bach, Bruckner,
Bernstein, Bartok, Berio and Berlin. 12: 15 p.m.,
French Parlor, Founders Hall. Repeats 8 p.m., May 3.
$8 general admission . Call (619) 260-2280.

Invisible University
Event
Science Center Tour. Sue Lowery,
associate professor of biology,
will lead a tour of the Donald P.
Shiley Center for Science and
Technology. 2-3:30 p.m. Free.
Call (619) 260-4815.

24
Symphony Concert
"The President's Select," dedicated to President
Alice B. Hayes. 7 p.m., Shiley Theatre, Camino Hall.
Featuring works by Mozart, Chopin,Vaughan,
W illiams and others. Repeats 8 p.m., April 25,
and 2 p.m., April 27. $8 general admission. Call
(6 19) 260-2280.

2

Peace and Justice Film Series
"Conflict Resolution Film Series and Symposium,''
t imes and titles to be announced. Continues April 26.
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice. Free.
For information, log on to http://peace.sandiego.edu.

Chamber Music Concert

26
merican Indian Festival
The second annual festival brings together
American Indian artisans and performers for two
days of storytelling, song and dance, and includes a
marketplace and juried art show. Continues April 27.
All day, USD campus. Free. Call (619) 260-4698 or
log on to www.sandiego.edu/indianfestival.

Graduate
Theater
Performance
"All in the Timing,'' presented by The Globe
Theatres/USD professional actors training
program. Studio Theatre,
Sacred Heart Hall. Continues nightly through
May 3. For show times,
tickets and information,
call (619) 231-1941,
ext. 233 I, or log on to
www.globemfa.org.

9
Faculty Piano Recital
"The Rite of Spring,'' Stravinsky's piano fourhands version of his ballet. Performed by music
professors Kay Etheridge and Christopher Adler.
12: 15 p.m., Shiley Theatre, Camino Hall. Free.
Call (619) 260-2280.

"Crisis Communications and Management: Planning
for the Unpredictable," with keynote speaker Leon
Panetta, former California Congressman and White
House Chief of Staff, and other experts. Time to
be announced , Manchester Executive Conference
Center. For information, call (619) 260-4231 or
e-mail jodiw@sandiego.edu.

Dance Concert
Performed by USD students and alumni, presented
by USD dance instructor Marilyn Green. 8 p.m.,
Shiley Theatre, Camino Hall. Repeats 8 p.m., May 3,
and 2 p.m., May 4. $8 general admission . Call
(619) 260-2280.

25

22
Professional Education
Workshop

6
Performed by USD Chamber Music Ensembles.
7:30 p.m., French Parlor, Founders Hall. $8 general
admission. Call (619) 260-2280.

7
Invisible
University
Lecture
"It's a Punderful Life,''
with Richard Lederer,
author of more than
3,000 books and articles
about language and humor. A fund -raiser for US D's
libraries. I 1:30 a.m., Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace
and Justice . Call (619) 260-4815.

24
School of Law Commencement
10 :30 a.m.,Jenny Craig Pavilion. Call (619) 260-4528
or log on to http://graduation.sandiego.edu.

25
Undergraduate/Graduate
Commencements
College of Arts and Sciences, 9 a.m.; School
of Business Administration, School of Nursing
and School of Education, 2 p.m., Jenny Craig
Pavilion . Call (619) 260-4557 or log on to
http://graduation.sandiego.edu.

29

9

USD Sports Banquet

USD Choral Scholars Concert

Celebrating its 25th year, this annual event is the
largest fund-raiser for USD's athletic department.
6 p.m. cocktails, 7 p.m. dinner, Jenny Craig Pavilion.
$350. Call (619) 260-5917.

"More Great Bs!" USD University Choir and
Choral Scholars perform music by Byrd, Borodin,
Bizet, Berlioz, Brahms, Bernstein and Barber. 8 p.m.,
Shiley Theatre, Camino Hall. Repeats 2 p.m., May I I.
$8 general admission. Call (619) 260-2280.

14

27

USD Music Faculty in Concert

Character Education Academy

"Vive L:Opera" Performance of selected opera
arias by USD voice faculty Janelle Rollinson and
Stephanie Sabin, and fine arts alumnae Goldie
Sinegal and Natasha Flores. 6 p.m., Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice. Free, RSVP required .
Call (619) 260-48 I5.

"Leadership for Character Education: The Heart
of Good Schooling." A two-day academy for
teachers, counselors, parents, students and the
community. For fee and schedule information, call
(619) 260-5890, e-mail icce@sandiego.edu or log
on to www.sandiego.edu/continuing_education/lCCE.
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